JUDGES

All Regular & Non-Regular Classes: Dr. Ronald I. Spritzer
Sweepstakes: Mr. Jon Reimer
Futurity: Ms. Veni Harlan
Obedience & Rally: Mr. Rick L. Garvin
Junior Showmanship: Dr. Ronald I. Spritzer
Dual Champion Stakes Judge: Dr. Robert Place
Generation Class Judge: Dr. James Sillers

Best of Breed
GCH. BELISARIUS JP MY SASSY GIRL
3/12/12. Breeder: Kyoko Ozeki
By Majenkir Magnus O’Blyss - Belisarius JP Ambience
Owners: Mai Ozeki and Lu Li Min
Best of Opposite Sex / Best Veteran
CH. TAUGO’S ULRIC
3/20/08. Breeder: Merla Thomson
By Bon Jour Stepowy Goniec - Ch. Taugo Sophie Kauz
Owners: Ken Cook and Wanda Konski

Best of Winners / Winners Bitch
ALIZA AT ZOIBOYZ ROSA WETROW
8/25/14. Breeder: Dagmar Kohl
By Zoiboyz Perfect Storm v Rosehill - Turgal’s Kalypso
Owners: KC Thompson and Tom Golcher
Select Dog

GCH. MIELIKKI HINOTE SECRET AGENT MAN
10/4/12. Breeders: Renee McCartin and Margaret Strother
By Avalon Time’s Dark Traveler, JC - Mielikki Windhaven Whispered Secret
Owner: Renee McCartin

Select Bitch

GCH. CHIHAWK ECHOVESNA I LUV YOU
By Echovesna Koral Good Vibrations - Ch. Echovesna Chihawk First Luv
Owners: Tami and Peggy Marshall
Award of Merit
GCH. DC ZOIBOYZ ENCORE, SC
5/10/10. Breeders: Tom Golcher and KC Thompson
By Romaska’s Aramis, JC - FC Zoiboyz Tornado v Rosehill, SC
Owner: Rita M. Rice

Award of Merit
GCH. RAYNBO’S FOOLISH PLEASURE, SC
By GCh. Raynbo’s Run For The Roses - GCh. Raynbo’s Butterscotch Perfection
Owners: Roni and Jennifer Zucker, Justine Spiers and Stuart McGraw
Award of Merit
GCH. AVALYN’S KAHLAN MY FAYINA
2/12/13. Breeders: Lynne and Rachel Bennett
By Ch. Majenkir Bookstor Fyodor Fine Art - Ch. Avalyn Everything My Heart Desires
Owners: Marie and Mark Yoesel

Award of Merit
GCH. WINDRIFT NOBODY DOES IT BETTER
11/25/13. Breeders: Jon and Nancy Reimer
By Ch. Windrift Inherit the Wind - Ch. Windrift Katlyn of Pineoaks
Owners: Penny Keiffer and Dee Swan
Award of Merit

**GCH. MAJENKIR LUNA FLYTE**

11/13/08. Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

By Ch. Majenkir Regal by Design - Ch. Majenkir Alunya

Owners: Justine Spiers, Stuart McGraw and Karen Staudt-Cartabona

---

Award of Merit

**DC AVALON DAVID DANCE WILLOWIND, SC**

10/20/12. Breeders: Sandra Moore, Susan Van de Water, Diane Embry, Shelby Bergstresser

By DC Avalon WNS Rising Sun, SC, RN, CGC - Avalon Tigress in the Dark, SC

Owners: Susanne H. Cecere and Sandra Moore
Award of Merit
GCH. LEJOY CAROL’S WINTERGREEN JOJO’S GIFT OF GRACE
1/25/13. Breeder: Carol L. Levine, MD
By Ch. Majenkir Front and Center - GCh. Sylvan Stupefyin Jones
Owner: Carol L. Levine, MD

Award of Merit
CH. ROZTROPNA RADA POLOT
By Donskoj Borietz - Fartorna Figura Polot
Owners: Monika Stachon and Robin Stachon
Award of Merit

**GCH. SYLVAN SILVER SPRINGBK / BEST OWNER-HANDLED**


By Ch. Steppelands Final Mikhail of Abidjan - GCh. Sylvan Vitrina Finian’s Rainbow, JC

Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

---

Award of Merit

**CH. STARSWIFT LIGHTNING QUICK, SC**

11/9/11. Breeder: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski

By FC Silkenswift Black Lightning, MC, CGC - Téine Geneva

Owner: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski
Best Bred by Exhibitor

SYLVAN MIRANDA

1/24/14. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale
By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue - Ch. Po Dusham Sylvan Risque
Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

Best Puppy

CHIHAWK LEGACY WAVE

By Ch. Chihawk Tahoe First Wave - GCh. Chihawk Echoesna I Luv You
Owners: Tami and Peggy Marshall

Best Bred by Exhibitor

SYLVAN MIRANDA

1/24/14. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale
By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue - Ch. Po Dusham Sylvan Risque
Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale
Winners Dog / 1st Open Dog
BELISARIUS JP CL MY BIG BOY
By Belisarius JP PQ Rising Sun - Belisarius JP My Sassy Girl
Owner: Shion Iwakiri

Reserve Winners Dog / 1st 9-12 Puppy Dog
CHIHAWK LEGACY WAVE
By Ch. Chihawk Tahoe First Wave - GCh. Chihawk Echoesna I Luv You
Owners: Tami and Peggy Marshall
Reserve Winners Bitch

KYROV-KATZ MY OH MY AT HORSE AND HOUND
4/1/14. Breeders: Kitty Sawyer and Amy Sorbie
By Ch. Kyrov's Crescendo - Ch. KatZ Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC
Owner: Pamela Buffington
Dogs, 6 months and under 9 - 1st
ESTET CLASSIC PAVEL AT CHRYSALIS
   By Donskoi Vigow - Estet Classic Modistka
   Owners: Colin Kennedy and Pamela Jo Leichtnam

Dogs, 6 months and under 9 - 2nd
ARIA'S THE MINSTREL BOY @ RYHKA
7/15/15. Breeder: Rita M. Rice
   By DC C'Lestial Red Lantern @ Ryhka - GCh. Plaché Bell of the Yukon, JC.
   Owner: Rita M. Rice

Dogs, 6 months and under 9 - 3rd
RESOLUTES AUGUSTUS MCCRAE JEDAWN AT FULL TILT
9/8/15. Breeders: Leslie Walenta and Dawn Hall.
   By Ch. Wind 'n Satin Dragons Brimstone, SC - GCh. DC Jedawn's Princess Aurora, MC, NA, CGC.
   Owners: Ashley N. Sydow and Sherri A. Nichols

Dogs, 6 months and under 9 - 4th
HORSE AND HOUND CUSTOM MADE
7/20/15. Breeder: Pamela Buffington
   By Kyrov’s Time Traveler - GCh. Horse and Hound Paimpont
   Owner: Pamela Buffington

DOGS, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9 - OTHER ENTRIES

KIROV WINDRIFT FLYING ACE O’TAHOE. 7/29/15. Breeders:
   Barbara E. Ewing and Nancy Reimer. By Ch. Kachina Valeska Dream Dancer - GCh. Kirov Embriujada, JC.
   Owners: Steven and Kay Carol Artley

IRISHBROOK’S SONOMA ARCHANCEL MICHAEL OF SERAFIM. 8/16/15. Breeders:
   Loretta Binder-Wheeler, Cindy Klein and M. and V. Savage. By Ch. Sonoma’s Twilight Moon Svora - Irishbrook O’Angels Out of the Blue.
   Owners: Mike and Vicki Savage and Cindy Klein

AVALON RIVERRUN IDLE DICE RUNTUFF. 8/4/15. Breeders:
   K. Smith, DVM, K. Suhenbrock and S. Moore. By FC Avalon Selenium Vger’s Atlas @ Ryhka, SC - DC Valinor’s Circuit de Monaco at RiverRun, SC, RN.
   Owners: S. Moore, K. Smith, DVM, and K. Suhenbrock

   By Elance Summerlane Tigerwing - Ch. Horse and Hound L’Aquila Radost.
   Owners: Robert and Diane Bates and Kay Cassella

   By Sunburst Dream Dancer - Ch. KatZ Golden Haze.
   Owner: Kitty Sawyer

   Owner: Deborah L. Dine

   By Russkaja Volntsya Molodez II - GCh. DC Oxota Avalon Switchblade, SC.
   Owner: Anna Stewart

   By GCH DC Zoiboyz Encore, SC - Ch. Attaway-Kinobi Gala Margarita, SC.
   Owners: KC Thompson and Tom Golcher
Dogs, 9 months and under 12 - 1st

CHIHAWK LEGACY WAVE
By Ch. Chihawk Tahoe First Wave - GCh. Chihawk Echovesna I Luv You
Owners: Tami and Peggy Marshall

Dogs, 9 months and under 12 - 2nd

JUSTART MAJENKIR RAYNBO REVERENCE
Owners: Justine Spiers and Stuart McGraw

Dogs, 9 months and under 12 - 3rd

AASHTORIA'S STRIPED IN PLATINUM
By GCh. Aashtoria Wild Hunt Hidden Agenda, CGC - Ch. Oxota Avalon Lady Beretta, SC. Owners: Robin Stachon, Robin and Charles Riel

Dogs, 9 months and under 12 - 4th

ZABAVA NEW STAR RISING
6/14/15. Breeders: Irina Terra and Kristina Terra
By Ch. Rising Star Danilov O’Sunbarr, JC - GCh. Zabava Ostrov Casablanca. Owners: Laurie and Steve Courtney

DOGS, 9 MONTHS AND UNDER 12 - OTHER ENTRIES


Dogs, 12 MONTHS AND UNDER 18 - 1st

AVALYN EXCALIBUR OF BIBIKOV
10/20/14. Breeder: Frances Wright
By Ch. Majenkir Front and Center - Ch. Bibikov’s Darling Nickie
Owners: Lynne and Rachel Bennett

Dogs, 12 MONTHS AND UNDER 18 - 2nd

JUSTART RIOT ACT
By Ch. Taugo’s Ulric - Ch. Majenkir Hunter’s Dawn
Owner: Ken Cook

Dogs, 12 MONTHS AND UNDER 18 - 3rd

STEPPE OXOTA LABYRINTH
3/30/15. Breeders: Leonore Abordo, Monika Stachon and Robin Stachon
By Ch. Oxota Avalon Halberd, SC - Ch. Roztropna Rada Polot
Owners: Barbara Simpson and Monika Stachon

Dogs, 12 MONTHS AND UNDER 18 - 4th

HEMLOCK HOLLOW ARUZIA JOURNEY TO TAHOE
12/5/14. Breeders: Christine Danker and Lorrie Scott
By Ch. Aashtoria Aruzia Java Chip - GCh. Borscana Melissa Loveletter, BN, RA, JC, OAJ, NJP.
Owners: Steven and K. Carol Artley

DOGS, 12 MONTHS AND UNDER 18 - OTHER ENTRIES

By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC - GCh. Sylvan Silver Springbok.
Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC - GCh. Sylvan Silver Springbok.
Owners: Ronnie Williams and Guy Tarsitano


By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC - GCh. Sylvan Silver Springbok. Owners: Stephanie and Jerry Steele

By Ch. Oxota Avalon Halberd, SC - Ch. Roztropna Rada Polot. Owners: Cindy and Rick Wolpin

By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC - GCh. Sylvan Silver Springbok. Owner: Leslie S. Bird

RAVENNA HAND IN HAND. 11/9/14. Breeder: Caryl Dumaine. By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue - Ch. Ravenna Stolen Kisses. Owner: Caryl Dumaine

DEL SOL HERMES BOOTS. 1/15/15. Breeder: Dr. Susan Van de Water. By DC Wind ’n Satin Phast On The Take, SC - Del Sol Allure of Diamonds. Owner: Dr. Susan Van de Water

RAVENNA REMEMBERING KISS. 11/9/14. Breeder: Caryl Dumaine. By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue - Ch. Ravenna Stolen Kisses. Owner: Kate Poplaski


CONFORMATION
Dogs, NOVICE - 1st
KONZA-PLUM CREEK CARRERA
By GCh. Elance Beyond the Blue - GCh. KatZ Fashion Finessa at Konza
Owner: Tarja Kleemola

Dogs, NOVICE - 2nd
GREY OLIVER INCIPITA VITA
10/22/10. Breeder: Juna Pavlovska
By Bozie-Senavian Ardagan Stremitelnij - Jamscik Grigorij Vesnuska Scastje
Owner: Olena Zakharchenko

DOGS, 12 MONTHS AND UNDER 18 - OTHER ENTRIES
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15

AB HEMLOCK HOLLOW ARUZIA THE JOURNEY CONTINUES.
Aruzia Java Chip - GCh. Borscana Melissa Loveletter, BN, RA, JC,
OAJ, NJP. Owner: John and Lorrie Scott

AB CHAKLUN FOR ZABAVA OSTOP ALEKSANDRIT FAVORIT.
2/7/15. Breeder: E.E. Zykova. By Zabava Islehaven Ostrov Barbados -
Taisiya Aleksandrit Favorit. Owners: Patricia Wiseman, Kristina Terra
and Irina Terra

AB SYLVAN CRIMEA RIVER. 3/6/15. Breeders: Christopher and Patti
Neale. By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC - GCh. Sylvan Silver
Springbok. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

DOGS, OPEN - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19

Kyrov-LeReau Dream Machine - Ch. Kyrov’s Color My World. Owner:
Amy Sorbie

AB ZOROPO LAUREATE HIGH ON YOU. 6/27/14. Breeders: Patty
Anderson and Jan Leikam. By GCh. Aashoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda,
CGC - GCh. Zooropa Laureate Adrienne Picture This. Owners: Michael
and Diane Bilak

AB RESOLUTE’S GARRISON GRADY JEDAWN, JC. 6/22/13. Breeders:
Leslie Walenta, Charlotte Hunt and Dawn Hall. By DC Zoiboyz Eclipse
of the Heart, SC - GCh. DC Jedawn’s Princess Aurora, CGC, MC, NA.
Owner: Dawn and Jeff Hall
DOGS, BRED BY EXHIBITOR - 1st
ELANCE SUMMERLANE TIGERWING
8/2/13. Breeders: Anne Quinn and Cherie Hunchak
By Elance Black Swan - Ch. Sylvan Pewter Gazelle
Owner: Anne Quinn

DOGS, BRED BY EXHIBITOR - 2nd
BROLIN GOLIGHTLY FLASHINREDLYTE
6/15/14. Breeders: Kerstin Brolin and Marcella Zobel
By Ch. Brolin Sedona Art Nouveau - Golightly Anika Sanhawke
Owners: Kerstin Brolin and Marcella Zobel

DOGS, BRED BY EXHIBITOR - 3rd
KATZ-KYROV MCLINTOCK
4/1/14. Breeders: Kitty Sawyer and Amy Sorbie
By Ch. Kyrov’s Crescendo - Ch. KatZ Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC
Owners: Kitty Sawyer, Susan Fahey and Pat Hardy

DOGS, BRED BY EXHIBITOR - 4th
NOVGOROD HIGH NOON OWEN
5/29/14. Breeders: Janice Haldi and Lyn Snyder Hoflin
By Ch. Novgorod’s Mikhayl Romulevich, CGC - Ch. Novgorod’s Katya Ivanova. Owners: Janice Haldi and Lyn Snyder Hoflin

DOGS, BRED BY EXHIBITOR - OTHER ENTRIES

KALABRIA MIELIKKI RIVERRUN BEYOND THE DARKNESS. 10/7/13. Breeders: Renee McCartin, Kari McCloskey and Karla Smith, DVM. By Ch. Zharkov Téine Briar, SC - DC Valinor’s Circuit De Monaco at RiverRun, SC, RN. Owner: Kari McCloskey


KATUSHKA’S GAUGUIN. 8/11/11. Breeder: Joyce E. Law. By Ch. Katushka’s Amadeus - Katushka’s Starry Eyed Surprise, SC. Owner: Joyce E. Law
Dogs, American Bred - 1st

MIELIKKI KALABRIA RIVERUN INTO DARKNESS
10/7/13. Breeders: Renee McCartin, Kari McCloskey and Karla Smith, DVM
By Ch. Zharkov Téine Briar, SC - DC Valinor’s Circuit De Monaco at RiverRun, SC, RN. Owner: Ashley N. Sydow

Dogs, American Bred - 2nd

KARITONOVA MAJENKIR FIRST SNOWFALL

Dogs, American Bred - 3rd

KATZ-KYROV WYVERN’S MAGIC MIKE
4/1/14. Breeders: Kitty Sawyer and Amy Sorbie
By Ch. Kyrov’s Crescendo - Ch. KatZ Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC
Owner: Margaret Lucia

Dogs, American Bred - 4th

ZOIBOYZ GIBSON
Owners: KC Thompson and Tom Golcher

DOGS, AMERICAN BRED - OTHER ENTRIES


MOVED UP

**Dogs, Open - 1st**

**BELISARIUS JP CL MY BIG BOY (JAPAN)**

3/29/14. Breeder: Kyoko Ozeki

By Belisarius JP PQ Rising Sun - Belisarius JP My Sassy Girl

Owner: Shion Iwakiri

---

**Dogs, Open - 2nd**

**MAJENKIR FULL CIRCLE**


By Ch. Jantar Déjà Vu at Majenkir - Majenkir Circle In a Spiral

Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

---

**Dogs, Open - 3rd**

**ENCHANTE FASINATING RHYTHM**

6/14/13. Breeders: Mary Sue Marcyn and Scott Sumnerach

By Ch. Enchanté Baron Romauld - Ch. Paradise Spirit Amazing Grace.

Owner: Alexandra Tevebaugh

---

**Dogs, Open - 4th**

**RADOST MENIGMA JACOB'S DREAM**


By Datcha Payatz At Menigma - Ch. Radost La Vida Dulce

Owners: Lynda C. Sarman, Sue Pinkerton and Janice McMinn

---

**DOGS, OPEN - OTHER ENTRIES**


AVALYN’S FORGOTTEN REALM. 2/12/13. Breeders: Lynne and Rachel Bennett. By Majenkir Bookstor Fyodor Fine Art - Ch. AVALYN Everything My Heart Desires. Owners: Dino and Nancy Speziale


Continued on page 16
**Bitches, 6 months and under 9 - 1st**

**OXOTA MOLODEZOVNA MEISSA**

10/11/15. Breeder: Leonore Abordo

By Russkaja Volnitsa Molodez II - GCh. DC Oxota Avalon Switchblade, SC

Owners: Rebecca and Tim Neal

**Bitches, 6 months and under 9 - 2nd**

**SONOMA’S IRISHBROOK LELIEL OF SERRAFIM**


By Ch. Sonoma’s Twilight Moon Svora - Irishbrook O’Angels Out of the Blue

Owner: Cindy Klein

**Bitches, 6 months and under 9 - 3rd**

**ESTET CLASSIC PRICHUDA AT BERKSHYR**


By Donskoi Vigov - Estet Classic Modistka

Owners: Mike and Diane Bilak and Pamela Jo Leichtnam

**Bitches, 6 months and under 9 - 4th**

**RIVERRUN RUNTUFF GEMTWIST AVALON**


By FC Avalon Selenium Vger’s Atlas @ Ryhka, SC, CA - DC Valinor’s Circuit de Monaco at RiverRun, SC, RN.

Owners: Diane Embry and Sandra Moore

**BITCHES, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9 - OTHER ENTRIES**


By Ch. Kachina Valeska Dream Dancer - GCh. Kirov Embrujada, JC.

Owner: Kay Carol Artley


By Ch. Soyara’s Smoke and Mirrors - GCh. Soyara’s Carmen Fantasy.

Owners: Prudence and Gregory Hlatky

**RESOLUTE’S LORENA WOOD JEDAWN.** 9/8/15. Breeders: Leslie Walenta and Dawn Hall.

By Ch. Wind’n Satin Dragons Brimstone, SC - GCh. DC Jedawn’s Princess Aurora, MC, NA, CGC.

Owner: Leslie Walenta

**RESOLUTE’S CLARA ALLEN JEDAWN.** 9/8/15. Breeders: Leslie Walenta and Dawn Hall.

By Ch. Wind’n Satin Dragons Brimstone, SC - GCh. DC Jedawn’s Princess Aurora, MC, NA, CGC.

Owner: Leslie Walenta


By Russkaja Volnitsa Molodez II - GCh. DC Oxota Avalon Switchblade, SC.

Owners: Ernest Abresch and Leonore Abordo


By Russkaja Volnitsa Molodez II - GCh. DC Oxota Avalon Switchblade, SC.

Owners: Ernest Abresch and Leonore Abordo

Switchblade, SC. Owners: Ernest Abresch and Leonore Abordo


By Russkaja Volnitsa Molodez II - GCh. DC Oxota Avalon Switchblade, SC.

Owner: Leigh Paintin

**SUMMERLANE’S SILVER MAPLE AT TOPFLIGHT KHANZADE.**


By Elance Summerlane Tigerwing - Ch. Horse and Hound L’Aquila Radost.

Owners: Suzanne Newsom, DVM, Katrina Avery and Beverly Bingham

**RESOLUTE’S PEACH JOHNSON JEDAWN AT TRESMARK.**

9/8/15. Breeders: Leslie Walenta and Dawn Hall.

By Ch. Wind’n Satin Dragons Brimstone, SC - GCh. DC Jedawn’s Princess Aurora, MC, NA, CGC.

Owners: Mark, Trestina and Madison Gilbert


By FC Avalon Selenium Vger’s Atlas @ Ryhka, SC, CA - DC Valinor’s Circuit de Monaco at

Continued on page 23
Bitches, 9 months and under 12 - 1st

CHIHAWK WAVE RAIDER
By Ch. Chihawk Tahoe First Wave - GCh. Chihawk Echovesna I Luv You
Owners: Tami and Peggy Marshall

Bitches, 9 months and under 12 - 2nd

SYLVAN ELANCE SUMMERLANE’S LIMELIGHT
By Borzowski’s Phenomenon - Ch. Sylvan Pewter Gazelle
Owners: Anne Quinn, Cherie Hunchak, Patti and Christopher Neale

Bitches, 9 months and under 12 - 3rd

MAJENKIR SABLEENE
Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

Owners: Ashley N. Sydow and Sherri A. Nichols

Bitches, 9 months and under 12 - 4th

ZABAVA NEVA, RN
6/14/15. Breeders: Irina Terra and Kristina Terra
By Ch. Rising Star Danilov O’Sunbarr, JC - GCh. Zabava Ostrov Casablanca. Owner: Janet N. Browne

Continued on page 23
**Bitches, 12 months and under 18 - 1st**

RAVENNA TAKES A VILLAGE  
11/9/14. Breeder: Caryl Dumaine  
By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue - Ch. Ravenna Stolen Kisses  
Owner: Caryl Dumaine

**Bitches, 12 months and under 18 - 2nd**

ZOIBOYZ HOPE AT ISLEHAVEN  
10/25/14. Breeders: KC Thompson and Phyllis M. Potter  
Ch. Islehaven Ostrov Zabava Antigua, JC - DC Rose Hill Swann at Zoiboyz, SC. Owners: KC Thompson and Phyllis M. Potter

**Bitches, 12 months and under 18 - 3rd**

COBURN WINGARDIUM LEViosa DEL SOL  
11/20/14. Breeders: Mary Childs, Susan Van de Water, Patricia Shaw  
By Del Sol Endless Endeavor - FC Wind 'n Satin Dragons Maiden, SC  
Owners: Pat Shaw and Kay Cassella

**Bitches, 12 months and under 18 - 4th**

STEPPES OXOTA FLASHDANCE  
3/30/15. Breeders: Leonore Abordo, Monika Stachon and Robin Stachon  
By Ch. Oxota Avalon Halberd, SC - Ch. Roztropna Rada Polot  
Owner: Denise J. Ross and Robin Stachon

**BITCHES, 12 MONTHS AND UNDER 18 - OTHER ENTRIES**

By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC - GCh. Sylvan Silver Springbok.  
Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC - GCh. Sylvan Silver Springbok.  
Owners: Ronnie Williams and Guy Tarstano

By Ch. Taugo’s Ulric - Ch. Majenkir Hunter’s Dawn. Owners: Mark and Marie Yoesel

By Ch. SVershin Twin Elms Anton, JC - Ch. Twin Elms SVershin Nisza. Owner: Suzan Breaz (Agent: Terry A. Doane)

By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC - GCh. Sylvan Silver Springbok. Owner: Lori Gross

By Ch. Aashtoria Aruzia Java Chip - GCh. Borscana Melissa Loveletter, BN, RA, JC, OAJ, NJP. Owners: Wendy and Tom Merendini

By GCh. DC Windrift Tahoe Changes Are - Ch. Kirov Pulsatilla.  
Owner: Barbara E. Ewing

By Ch. Aashtoria Aruzia Java Chip - GCh. Borscana Melissa Loveletter, BN, RA, JC, OAJ, NJP. Owners: Barb and Doug Lindsley

By Ch. Oxota Avalon Halberd, SC - Ch. Roztropna Rada Polot. Owners: Leonore Abordo and Susan Van De Water, MD
Bitches, Novice - 1st
DEL SOL FIREBOLT OF COBURN WNS
11/20/14. Breeders: Mary Childs, Susan Van de Water and Patricia Shaw
By Ch. Del Sol Endless Endeavor Wns - FC Wind 'n Satin Dragons
Maiden, SC. Owner: Dr. Susan Van de Water

Bitches, 6 Months and Under 9 - Other Entries: Continued from Page 20

RiverRun, SC, RN. Owners: Debb Meyer, Josie Haumont and S. Moore

SONOMA’S IRISHBROOK AMBRIEL OF SERAFIM. 8/16/15.
By Ch. Sonoma’s Twilight Moon Svora - Irishbrook O’Angels Out of
the Blue. Owner: Cindy Klein

Donskoi Eglon - Estet Classic Baronessa. Owner: Karen Murray

113 KINobi TEACHER’S PET. 8/15/15. Breeder: Rebecca Peters-
Campbell. By GCh. DC ZoiBoyz Encore, SC - Ch. Attaway-Kinobi
Gala Margarita, SC. Owner: Rebecca Peters-Campbell

114 SUMMERLANE’S ACACIA. 9/27/15. Breeders: Anne Quinn and
Lynda C. Sarman. By Elance Summerlane Tigerwing - Ch. Horse and
Hound L’Aquila Radost. Owner: Anne Quinn

Bitches, 9 Months and Under 12 - Other Entries: Continued from Page 21

ARUZIA JOYOUS ROYAL WATCH HER. 4/15/15. Breeders: Joy
Windle and Lorrie Scott. By GCh. Raynbo’s Run for the Roses - Ch.
Arzuia Joyous Moondance. Owners: John and Lorrie Scott

ARUZIA JOYOUS ROYAL MOON AT MASKOVA. 4/15/15. Breeders:
Joy Windle and Lorrie Scott. By GCh. Raynbo’s Run for the Roses - Ch.
Arzuia Joyous Moondance. Owners: Elisabeth and James Szymanski
and Joy Windle

MY LIL TUFFTOO BEST SURPRISE PACKAGE. 5/11/15. Breeders:
Ernest Cheely and Joyce Mabry. By GCh. Kyrov-LeReau Heaven Sent -
Ch. Roscommon Into the Mystic. Owner: Joyce Mabry

DRAKON AVALON SALLY K RIDE O’PENDRAGON. 4/18/15.
Breeders: Debb Meyer, Josie Haumont, Sandra Moore and Leonore
Abordo. By Ch. Avalon Xpedition - Ch. Avalon Oxotia Ruidioso, SC.
Owners: Debb and Jim Meyer and Josie Haumont

ZABA V A NADEZHDA. 6/14/15. Breeders: Irina Terra and Kristina
Terra. By Ch. Rising Star Danilov O’Sunbarr, JC - GCh. ZaBava Ostrov
Casablanca. Owners: Irina Terra and Kristina Terra

Bitches, 12 Months and Under 18 - Other Entries: Continued from Page 22

AU AMBERLE’S ADSILA AZURILL MEQUANCHE OF RYHKA.
Breeders: Diana Darling. By Au Amberle’s Astairime’s Red Azutil of
Ryhka - Au Amberle Argon’s Adsila of Ryhka. Owners: Danielle Snyder,
DVM and Diana Darling

BIBIKOV’S LITTLE MISS INDEPENDENCE. 10/20/14. Breeder:
Frances Wright. By Ch. Majenkir Front and Center - Ch. Bibikov’s
Darling Nickie. Owner: Frances Wright

By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC - GCh. Sylvan Silver Springbok.
Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

BEST OF BREED COMPETITION - Other Entries Continued from
Page 37

CH. K-C WINDSHEER WHEEL IN THE SKY, SC. 8/24/14. Breeders:
Kasey A. Parks, Leah N. Lanier and Dale Parks. By GCh. Timeless One
of These Nights - Ch. Windsheer K-C Lovin’ Touchin’ Squeezin’, SC.
Owners: Kasey A. Parks, Leah N. Lanier and Dale Parks (Dog)

GCH. OXOTA A V ALON SWITCHBLADE, SC. 5/20/11. Breeders:
Leonore Abordo, S. Moore and J. Garth. By DC Avalon Victorian Pyre,
RE, SC - Avalon Tigress in the Dark, SC. Owners: Leonore Abordo
(Bitch)

CH. KATUSHKA’S CHARADE. 2/1/14. Breeder: Joyce E. Law. By
Katushka’s Gauguin - Jubilee SoLaTiDo at Katushka. Owner: Joyce E.
Law (Bitch)

GCH. CHRYsalIS ENDLESS NIGHT. 6/15/09. Breeders: Pamela
Jo Leichtmann and Janis McFerrin. By Ch. Manitia’s Brilliant in Black -
GCh. Chrysalis Winter Gold. Owner: Pamela Jo Leichttm (Bitch)

Breeders: Kasey A. Parks and Leah N. Lanier. By Avalon
Time’s Dark Traveler, JC - Ch. K-C’s Echo of the Wild West, SC.
Owners: Kasey A. Parks and Leah N. Lanier (Bitch)

GCH. LEJOY CAROL’S BLUE BAYOU. 1/25/13. Breeder: Carol
L. Levine, MD. By Ch. Majenkir Front and Center - GCh. Sylvan
Stupefian Jones. Owner: Carol L. Levine, MD (Bitch)

CH. KATZ LADYSLIPPER AT PLUM CREEK. 5/1/12. Breeders:
Robert Bates and Kay Cassella (Bitch)

GCH. MAJENKIR BOOKSTOR VINTAGE GLAMOUR. 2/5/10.
Breeders: Karen Stautd-Cartabona and Karen Spey. By Ch. Majenkir
Navron Mambrino - GCh. Majenkir Bookstor Glamour Girl. Owners:
Karen and Howard Spey and Karen Stautd-Cartabona (Bitch)

CONFORMATION

2016 NATIONAL SPECIALTY - PAGE 23
Bitches, Bred By Exhibitor - 1st
SYLVAN MIRANDA
1/24/14. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale
By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue - Ch. Po Dusham Sylvan Risque
Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

Bitches, Bred By Exhibitor - 2nd
ANOTAK TO LOVE AND TO CHERISH, SC
2/12/13. Breeders: Joyce and Roger Katona
By Ch. Majenkir Regal By Design - GCh. Anotak Mandalay Bay, SC
Owners: Joyce and Roger Katona

Bitches, Bred By Exhibitor - 3rd
STARSWIFT AMERICAN DREAM, SC
11/9/11. Breeder: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski
By DC Téine Twist of Fate, SC - GCh. DC Avalon Victoria Cross, BN, RN, SC. Owner: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski

Bitches, Bred By Exhibitor - 4th
JUSTART HOT COMMODITY
By Ch. Taugo's Ulric - Ch. Majenkir Hunter's Dawn
Owners: Stuart McGraw and Justine Spiers

BITCHES, BRED BY EXHIBITOR - OTHER ENTRIES
LEJOY CAROL’S MARIE CURIE. 1/25/13. Breeder: Carol L. Levine, MD. By Ch. Majenkir Front and Center - GCh. Sylvan Stupefyin Jones. Owner: Carol L. Levine, MD
OXOTA RUNTUFF MOONSHINE. 6/19/14. Breeder: Kristen
Suhrenbrock, Karla Smith, DVM, Sandra Moore and Leonore Abordo. By RiverRun Avalon Whiskey in the Jar Oxota, RN - FC Wind ‘n Satin Mo’ Better Blues, MC. Owner: Leonore Abordo
ANOTAK PROMISE YOU MY HEART. 2/12/13. Breeders: Joyce and Roger Katona. By Ch. Majenkir Regal By Design - GCh. Anotak Mandalay Bay, SC. Owners: Joyce and Roger Katona
SCIMITAR FIRST SIGN OF TROUBLE. 9/10/12. Breeder: Tarja
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Continued on page 29
CONFORMATION

Bitches, American Bred - 1st
MIELIKKI KALABRIA RIVERRUN DARK OF DAWN
10/7/13. Breeders: Kari McCloskey, Renee McCartin and Karla Smith. By Ch. Zharkov Téine Briar, SC - DC Valinor’s Circuit de Monaco at RiverRun, RN, SC
Owner: Janice and Robert Tyler

Bitches, American Bred - 2nd
FOLLY QUARTERS WINDHUNTER
7/9/14. Breeder: Maggie Rice
By Ravenna Jafinn Clouds In Water - Ch. Folly Quarters Zosia, JC
Owner: Maggie Rice

Bitches, American Bred - 3rd
KARITONOVA MAJENKIR LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT

Bitches, American Bred - 4th
VITRINA BLACK SWAN
3/28/13. Breeder: Valori Vig Trantanella
By GCh. Vitrina Constellation - GCh. Vitrina Sylvan One From the Heart
Owner: Valori Vig Trantanella

Bitches, American Bred - Other Entries


RAVENNA JAFINN WATER MUSIC, SC. 11/3/12. Breeders: Caryl Dumaine and Jacki Strovers. By Ch. Riju Téine Finnegan’s Funtime - Ch. Ravenna Tesseract, BN. Owner: Caryl Dumaine


Continued on page 28
Bitches, Open - 1st
ALIZA AT ZOIBOYZ ROSA WETROW
8/25/14. Breeder: Dagmar Kohl
By Zoiboyz Perfect Storm v Rosehill - Turgal’s Kalypso
Owners: KC Thompson and Tom Golcher

Bitches, Open - 2nd
KYROV-KATZ MY OH MY AT HORSE AND HOUND
4/1/14. Breeders: Kitty Sawyer and Amy Sorbie
By Ch. Kyrov’s Crescendo - Ch. KatZ Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC
Owner: Pamela Buffington

Bitches, Open - 3rd
GLACIER’S DREAM WITHIN A DREAM
8/15/13. Breeders: Lisa and Allan Durand
By GCh. Zabava Bering Strait - DC Jubilee Glacier No Place Like Home, SC, Owners: Lisa and Allan Durand

Bitches, Open - 4th
SEDONA REIGNSTORM WILLOW WIND
2/22/14. Breeders: Leigh Smith and T. Carey
By Ch. Sedona Aleksandrovich - Sedona Brolin Gatsby Girl
Owners: Darcy Ferrentino and T. Carey

BITCHES, OPEN - OTHER ENTRIES


RADOST TRESMARK ADI ROSE DREAM MAKER. 8/2/14.

Continued on page 29
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Dogs, Veterans 7 years and under 10 - 1st

**CH. TAUGO’S ULRIC**
3/20/08. Breeder: Merla Thomson
By Bon Jour Stepowy Goniec - Ch. Taugo Sophie Kauz
Owners: Ken Cook and Wanda Konski

Dogs, Veterans 7 years and under 10 - 2nd

**SGCH. AVALYN’S MAGNUM FORCE**
10/24/07. Breeder: Lynne and Mike Bennett
By Ch. Majenkir Regal By Design - Ch. AVALYN’s All About Eve
Owners: Lynne Bennett and Barbaranne Benjamin

Dogs, Veterans 7 years and under 10 - 3rd

**GCH. AASHTORIA WILDHUNT HIDDEN AGENDA, CGC**
By Ch. Mascha’s Nepal of the Wild Hunt, SC - Ch. Svora’s Secret Rendezvous, JC.
Owner: Robin K. Riel

Dogs, Veterans 7 years and under 10 - 4th

**CH. ZHARKOV TÉINE BRIAR, SC**
5/5/08. Breeders: Shirri Peak and Anne Midgarden, DVM
By DC Silkenswift Blaze’s Darkfire - DC Rassim’s Dormoerschen at Téine
Owners: Kari McCloskey, Renee McCartin and Bonnie Dalzell

**DOGS, VETERANS 7 YEARS AND UNDER 10 - OTHER ENTRIES**

**GCH. WOLFBLITZ CHUDODEI, BN, RAE, CD, RN, CGC, THD.**

**CH. CT ROMANOC GERHARD’S GAZE OF COBURN, CDX, BN, GN, RAE, JC, CGCA, RATO.**
4/20/06. Breeder: Kris Woddail. By Ch. Coburn’s Survivor, JC - Ch. Fusilier Dancrz Image at Romanoc. Owner: Linda Beisswenger

**CH. ALDEMOOR’S EQUINOX.**
5/19/06. Breeder: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble. By Ch. Aldemoor Del Eden Draic Kin, SC - Ch. Aldemoor’s Wyvern Catera. Owner: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble

**GCH. RASSIMS ERIC DER ROTE AT TÉINE, RA.**

**MAJENKIR REGALUS.**

**CH. MAJENKIR SPARKLING DESIGN BY REGAL MILOVNA.**

**CH. GRYFFYN’S AEYRIE REVELATION.**

**KANSAI’Z THE GOOD LIFE.**
**Bitches, Veterans 7 years and under 10 - 1st**

**GCH. MAJENKIR LUNA FLYTE**
11/13/08. Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona  
By Ch. Majenkir Regal by Design - Ch. Majenkir Alanya  
Owners: Justine Spiers, Stuart McGraw and Karen Staudt-Cartabona

**Bitches, Veterans 7 years and under 10 - 2nd**

**CH. KARITONOVA MAJENKIR SOME ENCHANTED EVENING**
By GCh. Majenkir A King’s Ransom - Ch. Bookstor My Majenkir Gem, CDX.  
Owners: Kimberley A. Horn-Janek, Robert Janek and Karen Staudt-Cartabona

**Bitches, Veterans 7 years and under 10 - 3rd**

**CH. RAVENNA QUANTUM LEAP, JC, NA, CGC**
7/30/07. Breeder: Caryl Dumaine  
By Ch. Po Dusham Royalist - Ch. Winterwind Beyond Th Willows  
Owner: Lou Avant, DVM

**BITCHES, VETERANS 7 YEARS AND UNDER 10 - OTHER ENTRIES**

**GCH. KIROV EMBRUJADA, JC. 3/2/08.** Breeder: Barbara E. Ewing.  
By Ch. Rajalinjan Halis, SC - Ch. Kirov Ev’ry Little Thing She Does, RN.  
Owner: Barbara E. Ewing

**DEL SOL PHOEBE, JC. 12/10/06.** Breeder: Susan Van de Water and Mary Childs.  
By DC Wind n’ Satin Ty Slezi of Zemny, SC - Ch. Del Sol Belle Starr, SC.  
Owner: Dr. Susan Van de Water  
**CH. KATZ FOLLOW ME FOREVER. 5/11/07.** Breeders: Kitty G. and James Sawyer.  
By KatZ Devoted to a Dream - Ch. KatZ Chaotic Clare.  
Owners: Denise McKee and Catherine Fike

**IRISHBROOK O’ANGELS OUT OF THE BLUE, JC. 1/27/08.** Breeders: Michael L. and Vicki L. Savage.  
By Ch. Irishbrook Kalarney - Ch. Irishbrook Aashtoria Marseille.  
Owners: Cindy Klein, Mike and Vicki Savage

**CH. JUBILEE MYSTIC HILLSIDE MISTS. 11/23/06.** Breeders: Cindi and Amelia Gredys and Kay Cassella.  
Owner: Paula Steenson

**ZOOROPA ADRIENNE FROM THIS MOMENT ON AASHTORIA. 6/27/11.** Breeders: Rita and Bryan Rice, Brook Ayala and Dr. GL Thiele.  
By DC Aria Svora Serrano Ex Libri’s - Ch. Jedawn’s Dazzler.  
Owner: Dawn Hall

**BITCHES, AMERICAN BRED - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED FROM PAGE 25**

**AVALON RUNTUFF PICKLEBACK. 6/19/14.** Breeder: Kristen Suhrenbrook, Karla Smith, DVM, Sandra Moore and Leonore Abordo.  
By RiverRun Avalon Whiskey in the Jar Oxota, RN - FC Wind ‘n Satin Mo’ Better Blues, MC.  
Owners: W. Ahryn Rowlette, Corinna Rowlette and Sandra Moore

**STARSWIFT FV ALEUTIAN BALLAD. 12/8/13.** Breeder: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski.  
By FC Silkenswift Black Lightning, MC - Lothlorien Made to Order Zharkov.  
Owners: Kathleen Lucy and Jamie Lynn Bobrowski

**ARIA JEDAWN TOSCA. 5/25/11.** Breeders: Patricia Anderson and Janis A. Leikam.  
By GCh. Aashtoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda, CGC - GCh. Zooropa Laureate Adrienne Picture This.  
Owner: Rita M. Rice (Agent: Rhanda Glenn)
Bitches, Veterans 10 years and older - 1st
CH. COBURN’S JEWEL V WIND ‘N SATIN, CGC
10/30/05. Breeders: M. Childs, D. McDonald, P. Shaw and S. Shaw
By DC Wind ‘n Satin Ty Slezi of Zenny, SC - Ch. Coburn’s Silhouette, JC
Owner: Linda Beisswenger

Bitches, Veterans 10 years and older - 2nd
AVALON TIGRESS IN THE DARK, SC
9/22/04. Breeder: Sandra Moore
By DC Silkenswift Blaze’s Dark Fire, SC - Stillwater British Echo, SC
Owner: Sandra Moore

Bitches, Veterans 10 years and older - 3rd
CH. JUBILEE DUNMAI SOZO, CD, RE
5/28/03. Breeders: Cynthia and Paul Gredys
By Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Komazuar - Ch. Kyrov’s Jubilante Hallelujah.
Owner: Cynthia Gredys

Bitches, Open - Other Entries continued from Page 26
Breeders: Lynda Cattoni-Sarman and Karen Murray. By Datcha Payatz
At Menigma - Ch. Radost La Vida Dulce. Owners: Mark, Trestina and Madison Gilbert
STARSWIFT JUSTICE FOR ALL. 11/11/12. Breeder: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski. By DC Téne Twist of Fate, SC - GCh. DC Avalon Victoria Cross, BN, RN, SC. Owner: Kathleen Lucy
AR ARIA CAPSIA’S NORTHERN YARROW @ RYHKA. 12/20/11. Breeders: Diana Darling and Rita M. Rice. By Au Amberlie’s Astatine’s White Glaceon of Ryhka - FC Aria Svora Black Capscium of Ryhka, SC. Owners: Rita M. Rice and Diana Darling (Agent: Kim Ketelsen)

Bitches, Bred by Exhibitor - Other Entries continued from Page 24
AGUST’S CRYSTAL PYRAMID. 1/3/13. Breeder: Marie Agun. By Ch. Sonoma’s Twilight Moon Svora - Ch. Agust’s Adara. Owner: Marie Agun
KATZ LAVENDER. 5/1/12. Breeders: Kitty and James Sawyer. By DC Téne-KatZ Sun Glacier - Ch. KatZ Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC. Owners: Kitty G. and James Sawyer
KATUSHKA’S BAZILLE. 8/11/11. Breeder: Joyce E. Law. By Ch. Katushka’s Amadeus - Katushka’s Starry Eyed Surprise, SC. Owner: Joyce E. Law
SAPPHIRE PENNY FROM HEAVEN. 12/24/13. Breeder: Denis McKee and Catherine Fike. By GCh. Rassim’s Eric Der Rote at Téine, RA - Ch. KatZ Follow Me Forever. Owner: Denise McKee Fillmore
LA VERITE ABYSSINIA AT RADHARC. 1/11/11. Breeder: Richard Mason Terry. By GCh. Aria’s Ain’t No Angel - Ch. La Verite Nacogdoches, SC. Owners: Richard Mason Terry and Dena Thompson
Brace Class - 1st
MIELIKKI DRAGON HEART
GCH. MIELIKKI HINOTE SECRET AGENT MAN
Owner: Renee McCartin

Brace Class - 2nd
ARUZIA JOYOUS RUISSEAU ROYALE AT REY
MOROZOV REY’S MAGGIE MAGNOLIA
Owner: Kathleen Novotny
Owners: Janet Adams and Kathleen Novotny

Brace Class - 3rd
AVALYN SABRE DANCE AT ODYN
AVALYN’S FORGOTTEN REALM
Owners: Dino and Nancy Speziale

Brace Class - 4th
AVALON DARK KNIGHT WILLOWIND DEL SOL, SC, BN, CGCU
CH. AVALON DOLCE TIGRECILLA WILLOWIND, SC, CGCA, CGCU
Owners: Archie Doby, Sandra Moore and Javier Ocasio
Owners: Javier Ocasio

BRACE CLASS - OTHER ENTRIES
AB SVORA’S SECRET HEIRESS. Owner: Shirley McFadden
GCH. AASHTORIA SVORA TAIGA ICE QUEEN. Owner: Shirley McFadden

AB CH. STARSWIFT LIGHTNING QUICK, SC. Owner: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski
CH. STARSWIFT LIGHTNING FLASH AT ZOIBOYZ, SC. Owners: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski, Tom Golcher and KC Thompson
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**Stud Dog - 1st**

**CH. OXOTA AVALON HALBERD, SC**

Owners: Josie and Mike Haumont

**Stud Dog - 2nd**

**GCH. JANTAR DÉJÀ VU AT MAJENKIR**

Owner: Karen Staadt-Cartabona

**Brood Bitch Class - 1st**

**GCH. CHIHAWK ECHOVESNA I LUV YOU**

Owners: Tami and Peggy Marshall

**Brood Bitch - 2nd**

**CH. ROZTROPNA RADA POLOT**

Owners: Monika Stachon and Robin Stachon

**STUD DOG OTHER ENTRIES:**

- **AB** KATUSHKA’S GAUGUIN. Owner: Joyce E. Law
- **AB** GCH. DC ZOIBOYZ ECLIPSE, SC. Owners: KC Thompson and Tom Golcher
- **AB** CH. AVALON EXPEDITION. Owners: Jim and Debb Meyer, Leonore Abordo and Josie Haumont

**BROOD BITCH - OTHER ENTRIES:**

- **AB** AVALON TIGRESS IN THE DARK, SC. Owner: Sandra Moore
- **AB** CH. RADOST LA VIDA DULCE. Owners: Lynda Cattoni-Sarman and Sue Pinkerton
- **AB** GCH. DC OXOTA AVALON SWITCHBLADE, SC. Owners: Leonore Abordo
- **AB** GCH. SYLVAN SILVER SPRINGBOK. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale
- **AB** CH. AVALON OXOTA RUIDOSO, SC. Owners: Debb Meyer, Josie Haumont and Sandra Moore

*PHOTO NOT AVAILABLE*
Altered Class - 1st
CH. COBURN’S JEWEL V WIND ’N SATIN, CGC
10/30/05. Breeders: M. Childs, D. McDonald, P. Shaw and S. Shaw
By DC Wind ’n Satin Ty Slez of Zemny, SC - Ch. Coburn’s Silhouette, JC
Owner: Linda Beisswenger (Bitch)

Altered Class - 2nd
DC IMAGINE WARRIOR HEKTON, RN, SC
By Ch. Aldemoor’s Equinox - Ch. Krestovskaja Anastacia, RA, SC
Owners: William D. and Peri R. Neill (Dog)

Altered Class - 3rd
FC WINDSHEER K-C RED LIGHT SPECIAL, MC
Traveler, JC - Ch. K-C’s Echo of the Wild West, SC, ROM. Owners: Sarah
Harmon, Kasey A. Parks and Leah N. Lanier (Bitch)

Altered Class - 4th
CH. CT ROMANOC GERHARD’S GAZE OF COBURN,
CDX, BN, GN, RAE, JC, CGCA, RATO
4/20/06. Breeder: Kris Woddail. By Ch. Coburn’s Survivor, JC - Ch. Fusilier
Dancrz Image at Romanoc. Owner: Linda Beisswenger (Dog)

ALTERED CLASS - OTHER ENTRIES
CH. TEINE GERONIMO FROM GRYFFYN'S AERYRIE, RN, JC.
Unstable Force, SC - Ch. Gryffyn’s Aeyrie Alegria, SC. Owner: Teresa
J. Burks (Dog)

GREYHAVEN INDIAN SUMMER. 6/28/08. Breeder: Marilyn
Polfsuss. By Greyhaven Sorcerer’s Apprentice - Greyhaven Dark Side of
the Moon. Owner: Pascale Smith (Bitch)
GENERATION CLASS - 1st
AVALON TIGRESS IN THE DARK, SC
Owner: Sandra Moore
CH. DEL SOL ENDLESS ENDAVOR WNS
Owner: Susan Van de Water
DEL SOL FIREBOLT OF COBURN WNS
Owner: Dr. Susan Van de Water

GENERATION CLASS - 2nd
CH. ALDEMOOR’S EQUINOX
Owner: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble
DC IMAGINE WARRIOR HEKTON, AN, SC
Owners: William D. and Peri R. Neill
DC ALDEMOOR’S FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE, SC
Owner: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble

GENERATION CLASS - 3rd
CH. ATTAWAY-KINOBİ RUNNING TO PARADISE, SC
Owners: Rebecca Peter-Campbell and Melissa Pearce
CH. ATTAWAY-KINOBİ GALA MARGARITA, SC
Owner: Rebecca Peters-Campbell
KINOBİ JUNIOR VARSİTY AT ZOİBOYZ
Owners: KC Thompson and Tom Golcher

AVALON TIGRESS IN THE DARK, SC. Owner: Sandra Moore / GCH. DC OXOTA AVALON SWITCHBLADE, SC. Owners: Leonore Abordo / OXOTA MOLODEZOVNA ALNILAM SYNERGON. Owners: Ernest Abresch and Leonore Abordo
BEST OF BREED COMPETITION - OTHER ENTRIES


GCH. AVALYN’S SERENITY. 2/12/13. Breeders: Lynne Bennett and Rachel Bennett. By Ch. Majenkir Stocktor Fyodor Fine Art - Ch. Avalyn Everything My Heart Desires. Owners: Lynne Bennett and Rachel Bennett (Bitch)

DC KATZ, KIR ROYALE. 8/29/11. Breeders: Kitty and James Sawyer. By DC Téine-KatZ Sun Glacier, JC - Ch. KatZ Chaotic Clare, JC. Owner: Kay Cassella (Dog)

DC RIUJO ENJOY THE RIDE, CD. 7/14/11. Breeders: June Mintchell and Sandra Hilbert. By Ch. Riju Téine Fun & Games, CDX, JC, RA- Ch. Téine Lunar Eclipse, CD, RN. Owners: June Mintchell and Anne Midgarden (Dog)


GCH. SAPPHIRE KONSTANTONOVSKY RUBLE. 12/24/13. Breeders: Denise McKee and Catherine Fike. By GCh. Der Rote at Téine, RA - Ch. KatZ Follow Me Forever. Owner: Teresa J. Burks, DVM (Dog)


GCH. DC LA VERITÉ TEXAS HOLD ‘EM, SC. 1/11/11. Breeder: Richard Mason Terry. By GCh. Aria’s Ain’t No Angel - Ch. La Verité Nacogdches. Owners: Deborah Rogstad and Pat Hardy (Dog)


DC STARSWEET WEERLEKOM, SC, THDA, CGC. 11/11/12. Breeder: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski. By DC Téine Twist of Fate, SC - GCh. DC Avalon Victoria Cross, BN, RN, SC. Owners: Martine and Stewart Burton


GCH. MARINGA’S NIGHTS IN WHITE SATIN. 7/3/12. Breeders: Stephanie Moss and David Hardin. By GCh. Maringa’s Brand New Day - Ch. Maringa’s Cotton Candy, JC. Owners: Stephanie Moss and David Hardin (Dog)


CH. NOVGOROD’S NAVIUK ROMULEVICH. 9/7/11. Breeder: Lyn Snyder Hoflin. By Ch. Folly Qt’s Dobro Romul, AC - Astara Ruskaya Luna Novgorod. Owner: Lyn Snyder Hoflin (Dog)


CH. AGUST’S NOMADIC SOUL. 1/3/14. Breeder: Marie Agun. By Ch. Sonoma’s Twilight Moon Svora - Ch. Agust’s Adara. Owner: Marie Agun (Dog)


GCH. ARIA ZORYA DARK SHADOWS. 10/28/09. Breeders: Rita Mist - Ch. Jubilee Dunamai Sozo, CD, RE. Owners: Cynthia Gredys and Bruce Harvey (Dog)


GCH. MARINGA’S BRAND NEW DAY. 7/3/12. Breeders: Stephanie Moss and David Hardin. By GCh. Maringa’s Brand New Day - Ch. Maringa’s Cotton Candy, JC. Owners: Stephanie Moss and David Hardin (Dog)
The Leonard Tamboer Memorial Trophy: Bronze Borzoi Statue from a limited edition of 25 for Best of Breed. It must be won three times by the same owner, not necessarily with the same dog nor in consecutive years, for permanent possession and retirement. The trophy will be engraved with the winner’s name each year. This trophy is offered by Elizabeth and Lena Tamboer through the Borzoi Club of America, Inc. at its Annual Specialty Show and will be on exhibit at the show.

The Majenkir Challenge Trophy: Bronze Borzoi Sculpture from a limited edition of 3 for Best of Breed. It must be won three times by the same breeder, not necessarily with the same dog nor in consecutive years, for permanent possession and retirement. The trophy will be engraved with the winner’s and breeder’s name each year and a plaque will be awarded to commemorate the win. This trophy is offered by the Friends of Karen Staut-Cartabona, Majenkir Borzoi, through the Borzoi Club of America, Inc. at its Annual Specialty Show and will be on exhibit at the show.

The Founder’s Trophy - In Honor of Joseph B. Thomas, Dr. John DeMund and James Mortimer, the Founders of the Russian Wolfhound Club of America. A bronze head study of three Borzoi from a limited edition of 25 for Best of Breed. It must be won three times by the same owner, not necessarily with the same dog or in consecutive years, for permanent possession and retirement. The trophy will be engraved with the winner’s name each year. This trophy is offered by Tom & Laurie Kasowski, Spindrift Borzoi, through the Borzoi Club of America, Inc. at its Annual Specialty Show and will be on exhibit at the show.

The Saringa Challenge Trophy - Bronze Borzoi Sculpture from a limited edition of 15 for Best in Puppy Classes. Competition is open to any BCOA member in good standing at the time of the win. It must be won three times by the same owner, but not necessarily in consecutive years, for permanent possession and retirement. The trophy will be engraved with the winner’s name each year. This trophy is offered by Victor Harrison and Jenny Dove, Saringa Sighthounds, through the Borzoi Club of America, Inc. at its Annual Specialty Show and will be on exhibit at the show.
BEST OF BREED COMPETITION - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED


SAPPHIRE PENNY FROM HEAVEN, 12/24/13. Breeder: Denis Mcke and Carterie Fike. By GCh. Rassimi’s Eric Der Rote at Teine, RA - Ch. KaZ Follow Me Forever. Owner: Denise Mcke Fillmore


CH. LEJOY CAROL’S CHAMPAGNE ROCKET, 1/25/13. Breeder: Carol L. Levine, MD. By Ch. Majenkir Front and Center - GCh. Sylvan Stupefyjan Jones. Owner: Carol L. Levine, MD (Bitch)


GCH. LA VERITÉ BELOTE, 1/11/11. Breeder: Richard Mason Terry. By GCh. Aria’s Ain’t No Angel - Ch. La Verité Nacogoches, SC. Owner: Richard Mason Terry (Bitch)


GCH. MARINGA’S FOREVER AUTUMN, JC, 7/3/12. Breeders: Stephanie Moss and David Hardin. By GCh. Maringa’s Brand New Day - Ch. Maringa’s Cotton Candy, JC. Owners: Stephanie Moss and David Hardin (Bitch)


CH. ARIA’S IVE GOT RHYTHM, 8/14/13. Breeder: Ria Rice. By Valeska Indebilie - GCh. Plachë Belle of the Yukon, JC. Owner: Ria M. Rice (Bitch)


The Triathlon Perpetual Trophy: An original bronze sculpture set into a plaque. Competition is open to any BCOA member in good standing at the time of the win. The trophy will not be retired and will stay in the possession of the BCOA. An engraved brass plate with each dog’s name and titles accrued at the time of the win; owner’s name or names and the year of win will be affixed to the plaque. A cast of the sculpture will be given to commemorate the win, compliment of the artist, Garry Newton, Solari. The trophy is offered by the Friends of the Triathlon, through the Borzoi Club of America, Inc. at its Annual Specialty Show and will be on exhibit at the Annual Specialty Show.

The Charles J. Kubiak Challenge Trophy: A mounted cast metal Borzoi sculpture on a walnut base to be awarded to the Best of Breed winner at the Borzoi Club of America National Specialty ASFA coursing trial. Competition is open to any BCOA member in good standing at the time of the win. It must be won three times by the same owner, not necessarily with the same dog nor in consecutive years, for permanent possession and retirement. This trophy is offered by the Friends of Charles J. Kubiak and the Garden State Sighthound Association, through the Borzoi Club of America, Inc. at its annual National Specialty Show and will be on exhibit at the show. This trophy will remain in the possession of the Borzoi Club of America.

The David Breaz Perpetual Trophy: A Dannyquest bronze sculpture titled “Leaping Borzoi,” mounted on a walnut base for Best of Breed ASFA coursing. The name of the winner will be engraved on the base. A commemorative plaque will be given to the owner of the winner. The winner need not be a member of the Borzoi Club of America. This trophy is offered by his friends, in memory of David Breaz, through the Borzoi Club of America, Inc., at its Annual Specialty Show and will be on exhibit at this show. This trophy will remain in the possession of the Borzoi Club of America.

The Rancho Gabriel Memorial Trophy: A mounted bronze sculpture titled “The Coursing Borzoi” by Kathy Lyon, 1973, #14 of 250 for Best of Breed ASFA coursing. The name of the winner will be engraved on the base. The winner need not be a member of the Borzoi Club of America. This trophy is offered by friends of the Gillettes, in appreciation of years of dedication and perseverance of lure coursing, national and internationally, and finally American Kennel Club approval, through the Borzoi Club of America, Inc., at its Annual Specialty Show and will be on exhibit at this show. This trophy will remain in the possession of the Borzoi Club of America.
Observations and Critique of the 2016 Borzoi Club of America National Specialty
By Ron Spritzer, Spritzkof Borzoi

It was a great pleasure and an honor to judge the Borzoi national. I hope the exhibitors enjoyed the show at least half as much as I did. Even though the staff of the host hotel tried to do everything possible to make it a good show, it had to be disappointing to all who worked so hard, plus the exhibitors, that the hotel was under construction, causing the site to not be all it could have been.

I started in Borzoi in 1968 and was pleased to judge the quality of the animals you brought me. I started judging Borzoi in 1982 so judging the national is a highlight of my judging career. In this show I saw few missing teeth, good temperaments and good movement. I did, however, see a number of weak rears. I do want a good front but a coursing hound must have a strong rear. I believe there will be many champions coming out of the dogs that I judged. In many of the classes the second placement on another day could be first.

My choice for Best of Breed was GCh Belisarius JP My Sassy Girl, a bitch as nice as I have seen. Her gait was so smooth and effortless with good reach and drive, not putting a foot out of place. My Select Bitch GCh Chihawk Echovesna I Love You came very close, however she was a slight bit heavier and didn’t quite have the smooth flowing gait as the winner.

Best of Opposite Ch Taugo’s Ulric came out of the veterans class and is eight years old. If I could be in as good condition when I get to be his age as he is, I would be pleased. He was in good weight, nice coat, great outline, good head and effortless movement. On any given day he could be my best of breed. Select Dog GCh Mielikki Hinote Secret Agent Man is also a fine example of our breed. He has the outline with correct angles, good reach and drive and in great condition.

Winners Dog Belisarius JP CL My Big Boy is a beautiful dog with strength of movement, good reach and drive, showing a nice outline where all the parts come together. However he was pushed to Winners Dog by my Reserve Winner who came out of the 9 to 12 month puppy class. Chihawk Legacy Wave is truly a great puppy. I would be proud to point to him at any time; he has everything going for him.

To all the Awards of Merit, I compliment you: all fine examples of our wonderful breed. They are in no special order: GCh DC Zoiboyz Encore, GCh Raynbo’s Foolish Pleasure, SC, GCh Avalyn Kahlan My Fayina, GCh Windrift Nobody Does It Better, DC Avalon Druid Dance Willowind, GCh Lejoy Carol’s Wintergreen Jojo’s Gift Of Grace, Ch Starswift Lightning Quick, GCh Sylvan Silver Springbok, Ch Roztropna Rada Polot, and I especially congratulate GCh Majenkir Luna Flyte who came out of the veterans class.

I want to thank the junior showmen, all of whom did a nice job. First in Novice was Sierra Marvin and Best Junior was Emma Gauthier out of the Open class.

As you can probably tell when I am judging, as the dogs come into the ring, I am looking for the picture that is in my mind of the ideal Borzoi. Next I am looking at movement since it is so important to a coursing hound. Then I am looking at the most important smaller parts of the dog such as teeth, eyes, ears, tails, feet etc.

Hope all enjoyed the national. See you soon.

Regards, Ron

JUNIOR OPEN CLASS 2nd - MADISON GILBERT
GCH. RESOLUTE’S RAFE BAUDEEN JEDAUN
BEST JUNIOR SHOWMAN - EMMA GAUTHIER
DC JUBILEE MILLIONAIRESS AT VAL-THOR, SC
7/19/10. Breeders: Cindi Gredys, Amelia Gredys and Joyce Law
By Katushka Jubilee Movado - Ch. Jubilee Dunamai Sozo, CD, RE
Owners: Emma Gauthier and Cynthia Gredys

NOVICE CLASS 1st - SIERRA MARVIN
CH. KARITONOVA MAJENKIR SOME ENCHANTED EVENING
By GCh. Majenkir A King’s Ransom - Ch. Bookstor My Majenkir Gem, CDX. Owners: Kimberley A. Horn-Janek, Robert Janek and Karen Staudt-Cartabona (Granddaughter)

NOVICE CLASS 2nd - NIYA BURKS
CH. SAPPHIRE KONSTANTONOVSKY RUBLE
12/24/13. Breeders: Denise McKee and Catherine Fike
By GCh. Rassim’s Eric Der Rote at Téine, RA - Ch. KatZ Follow Me Forever. Owner: Teresa J. Burks, DVM (Daughter)
**Best in Triathlon**

**DC Riju Enjoy The Ride, CD**
7/14/11. Breeders: June Mintchell and Sandra Hilbert. By Ch. Riju Téine Fun & Games, CDX, JC, RA - Ch. Téine Lunar Eclipse, CD, RN
Owners: June Mintchell and Anne Midgarden

---

**Triathlon 2nd**

**GCH. RAYNBO’S FOOLISH PLEASURE, SC**
Owners: Roni and Jennifer Zucker, Justine Spiers and Stuart McGraw

---

**Triathlon 3rd**

**DC Katz Kir Royale**
8/29/11. Breeders: Kitty and James Sawyer
By DC Téine-KatZ Sun Glacier, JC - Ch. KatZ Chaotic Clare, JC
Owner: Kay Cassella

---

**Triathlon 4th - Photo Not Available**

**DC StarSwift Let Freedom Ring, SC, THDA, CGC**
11/11/12. Breeder: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski. By DC Téine Twist of Fate, SC - GCh. DC Avalon Victoria Cross, BN, RN, SC. Owners: Martine and Stewart Burton

---

**TRIATHLON - OTHER ENTRIES:**

**STARSWIFT FV Kodiak, SC, THD, CGC. 12/8/13.** Breeder: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski. By FC Silkenswift Black Lightning, MC - Lothlorien Made to Order Zharkov. Owners: Martine Burton and Jamie Lynn Bobrowski

---

**Continued on page 42**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entrant</th>
<th>Obedience Base Score</th>
<th>Obedience Bonus</th>
<th>Rally Base Score</th>
<th>Rally Bonus</th>
<th>Conformation Base Score</th>
<th>Conformation Bonus</th>
<th>Lure Coursing Base Score</th>
<th>Lure Coursing Bonus</th>
<th>LGRA Base Score</th>
<th>LGRA Bonus</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Placement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FC Kirov Strike It Rich At Highpoint, CD, SC, CGC &quot;Strike&quot; (064)</td>
<td>46.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AB</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>129.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avalon Dark Knight Willowind DeSoL, SC, BN, CGCU, F.Ch. &quot;Bruce&quot; (069)</td>
<td>74.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>AB</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>124.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starswift FV Kodiak, SC, THD, CGC &quot;Kodi&quot; (073)</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>67.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>222.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Starswift Let Freedom Ring, SC, THDA, CGC &quot;Freedom&quot; (086)</td>
<td>74.4</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>232.9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agust’s Crystal Pyramid &quot;Totem&quot; (166)</td>
<td>58.75</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>69.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>199.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravena Jafinn Water Music &quot;Piper&quot; (184)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>62.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitrina Black Swan &quot;Swanee&quot; (198)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelicorov’s Cersei Light of the West &quot;Panda&quot; (210)</td>
<td>63.2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>196.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starswift Justice For All &quot;Justice&quot; (215)</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>214.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belijana Von Alshamina &quot;Belijana&quot; (216)</td>
<td>56.8</td>
<td>84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>196.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. CT Romanoc Gerhard’s Gaze of Coburn, CDX, JC, BN, GN, GRC, RAE, RATI, CGCa &quot;Gaze&quot; (220)</td>
<td>95.75</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>110.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. Majenkir Sparkling Design by Regal Milovna &quot;Sparkler&quot; (228)</td>
<td>83.025</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td></td>
<td>AB</td>
<td></td>
<td>95.025</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Katz Kir Royale &quot;Kuyper&quot; (244)</td>
<td>68.8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>73.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>248.05</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Riju Enjoy the Ride, CD &quot;Rider&quot; (245)</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>256.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. Morozova Rey DesertWinds Sierra Sirocco, SC &quot;Bodie&quot; (248)</td>
<td>71.2</td>
<td>93</td>
<td></td>
<td>AB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>164.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCh. Morozova Rey’s Sierra Moonlight, JC, CGC &quot;Junior&quot; (255)</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
<td>AB</td>
<td></td>
<td>169.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. Oxota Avalon Haiberd, SC, F.Ch. &quot;Hal&quot; (258)</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrace</td>
<td>Obedience Base Score</td>
<td>Obedience Bonus</td>
<td>Rally Base Score</td>
<td>Rally Bonus</td>
<td>Conformation Base Score</td>
<td>Conformation Bonus</td>
<td>Total Placement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. Sylvan Pimlico, BN, RN, CGCA “Pico” (277)</td>
<td>62.25</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>230.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCh. Raynbo’s Foolish Pleasure, SC “Sheldon” (286)</td>
<td>72.25</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>253.75</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCh. DC Oxota Avalon Switchblade, SC, F.Ch. “Bladerunner” (294)</td>
<td>61.6</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td>72.25</td>
<td>133.85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. Avalon Dolce Tigrecilla Willowind, SC, CGCA, CGCU “Dolce” (322)</td>
<td>50.625</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>72.25</td>
<td>201.875</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. Teine Geromimo from Gryffyns Aeyrie, RN, JC “Geronimo” (338)</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>226.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TRIATHLON - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED:**


RAVENNA JAFINN WATER MUSIC, SC. 11/3/12. Breeders: Caryl Dumaine and Jacki Strovers. By Ch. Riju Teine Finnegan’s Funtime - Ch. Ravena Tesserae, BN. Owner: Caryl Dumaine

CH. CT ROMANOC GERHARD’S GAZE OF COBURN, CDX, BN, GN, RAE, JC, CGCA, RATO. 4/20/06. Breeder: Kris Woddail. By Ch. Coburn’s Survivor, JC - Ch. Fusilier Danzcr Image at Romanoc. Owner: Linda Beisswenger


AKC Open Stake ‘A’ – 1st (5 point major)
K-C WINDSHEER EDGE OF THE BLADE

AKC Open Stake ‘A’ – 2nd (3 points)
ROSEHILL KACHINA LITTLE DEUCE COUPE AT FULL TILT, JC
11/25/14. Breeders: Sherita Hogan, Carol Enz and Alicia McCabe By FC Rose Hill Barracuda, SC – Kirow Rose Hill Callianara Owner: Ashley N. Sydow

AKC Open Stake ‘A’ – 3rd (2 points)
AVALON WW DARKSKAYA DARE, CGC, RN, SC

AKC Open Stake ‘A’ – 4th
TÉINE ZHARKOV KISMET

AKC OPEN STAKE ‘A’ OTHER ENTRIES:

AKC Open Stake ‘A’ – 5th
RUNTUFF RIVERRUN WILD BLACK BETTY
AKC Open Stake ‘B’ – 1st (5 point major)
ZOIBOYZ HOPE AT ISLEHAVEN

AKC Open Stake ‘B’ – 2nd (3 points)
CH. SVERSHIN TWIN ELMS ANZHELINA
2/12/12. Breeders: Terry Ann Doane and Suzan Breaz By Petya Svershin Time For a Kiss, SC – Ch. Twin Elms Svershin Ariel, SC. Owners: Terry Ann Doane and Suzan Breaz

AKC Open Stake ‘B’ – 3rd (2 points)
AGUST’S CRYSTAL PYRAMID
1/3/14. Breeder: Marie Agun
By Ch. Sonoma’s Twilight Moon Svora – Ch. Agust’s Adara
Owner: Marie Agun

AKC Open Stake ‘B’ – 4th
STARSWIFT FV ALEUTIAN BALLAD
Owner: Kathleen Lucy and Jamie Lynn Bobrowski

AKC Open Stake ‘B’ – 5th
CH. RESOLUTE’S WILLA PARKER JEDAWN SC

NOTE: THE 1ST PLACE DOG IN EACH STAKE GETS A MAJOR; THE 2ND PLACE DOG ONLY GETS PTS, NOT A MAJOR EVEN IF 3 PTS.
AKC Open Stake 'C' – 1st (5 pt. mjr) & Best of Breed  
ALIZA AT ZOIBOYZ ROSA WETROW  
8/25/14. Breeder: Dagmar Kohl  
By Zoiboyz Perfect Storm v Rosehill – Turgal’s Kalypso  
Owners: KC Thompson and Tom Golcher

AKC Open Stake 'C' – 2nd (3 points)  
CH. SYLVAN PIMLICO, BN, RN, CGCA  
3/12/13. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale  
By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – GCh. Sylvan Topanga Canyon.  
Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

AKC Open Stake 'C' – 3rd (2 points)  
STARSWIFT FV SAGA, JC  
12/08/13. Breeder: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski  
By FC Silkenswift Black Lightning MC CGC – Lothlorien Made to Order Zharkov. Owner: Leonore Abordo.

AKC Open Stake 'C' – 4th  
WINDSHEER K-C DON'T STOP BELIEVIN'  

AKC Open Stake 'C' – 5th  
STARSWIFT TÉINE FV VIXEN, JC  
12/08/13. Breeder: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski  
By FC Silkenswift Black Lightning MC CGC – Lothlorien Made to Order Zharkov. Owner: Adrienne Hopple & Anne Midgarden.

AKC OPEN STAKE 'C' OTHER ENTRIES:  


Continued on page 45
AKC Specials Stake - 1st (4 point major)
**FC MIELIKKI KALABRIA RIVERRUN INTO DARKNESS, SC**
10/7/13. Breeders: Renee McCartin, Kari McCloskey and Karla Smith, DVM. By Ch. Zharkov Téine Briar, SC – DC Valinor’s Circuit De Monaco at RiverRun, SC, RN. Owner: Ashley N. Sydow

AKC Specials Stake - 2nd (2 points)
**FC KIROV STRIKE IT RICH AT HIGHPOINT, CD, SC, CGC**
10/4/12. Breeder: Barbara E. Ewing
By Ch. Kuskaya’s Farlov, JC – GCh. Kirov Embrujada, JC
Owners: Anne R. and Walter O. Ford

AKC Specials Stake - 3rd (1 point)
**KELCOROV’S CERSEI LIGHT OF THE WEST, SC**
6/10/13. Breeder: Rosemary Bunny Kelley
By Golightly By Daylight, SC – Kelcorov’s Vashda Nirada
Owner: June Biancalana

AKC Specials Stake - 4th
**DC AVALON DRUID DANCE WILLOWIND, SC**

AKC Specials Stake - 5th
**GCH. DC JUBILEE DROP OF GOLDEN SUN, SC**
11/20/11. Breeder: Cynthia Gredys
By Ch. Zabava Mars – GCh. Jubilee Katushka Edel
Owners: Cynthia Gredys and Amelia Gottsch

AKC Specials Stake OTHER ENTRIES:
DC ALDEMOOR’S FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE, SC. 5/9/11.
Breeder: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble. By DC Imagine Warrior Hektor, RN, SC – Ch. Aldemoor’s Evanescence, SC. Owner: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble


DC RIJU ENJOY THE RIDE, CD. 7/14/11. Breeders: June Mintchell and Sandra Hilbert. By Ch. Riju Téine Fun & Games, CDX, JC, RA – Ch. Téine Lunar Eclipse, CD, RN. Owners: June Mintchell and Anne Midgarden
AKC Open Veteran Stake - 1st
CH. ATTAWAY-KINOBi RUNNING TO PARADISE, SC
By Ch. Rajalinjan Halis, SC – Ch. Kinobi Starlet, JC
Owners: Rebecca Peter-Campbell and Melissa Pearce

All candid photos courtesy of Rebecca Neal except as noted
ALIZA AT ZOIBOYZ ROSA WETROW
8/25/14. Breeder: Dagmar Kohl
By Zoiboyz Perfect Storm v Rosehill – Targal’s Kalypso
Owners: KC Thompson and Tom Golcher

MIELIKKI KALABRIA RIVERUN INTO DARKNESS
10/7/13. Breeders: Renee McCartin, Kari McCloskey and Karla Smith, DVM
By Ch. Zharkov Téine Briar, SC – DC Valinor’s Circuit De Monaco at RiverRun, SC, RN. Owner: Ashley N. Sydow

WINDSHEER K-C DON’T STOP BELIEVIN’, SC

LAUREATE PERSISTENCE OF MEMORY
08/18/13. Breeder: Monica Barry
By Ch Elance Black Swan JC – GCh Laureate Adrienne K-C’s Easy Lover JC
Owner: Rachel Gongre & Janie Vila.

DEL SOL FIREBOLT OF COBURN WNS
11/20/14. Breeders: Mary Childs, Susan Van de Water and Patricia Shaw. By Ch. Del Sol Endless Endeavor WNS - FC Wind ‘n Satin Dragons Maiden, SC. Owner: Dr. Susan Van de Water
ASFA Open Flight B - 1st (40 points)
ZOIBOYZ HOPE AT ISLEHAVEN

ASFA Open Flight B - 2nd (30 points)
FC KIROV STRIKE IT RICH AT HIGHPOINT, CD, SC, CGC
10/4/12. Breeder: Barbara E. Ewing
By Ch. Kuskaya’s Farlov, JC – GCh. Kirov Embrujada, JC
Owners: Anne R. and Walter O. Ford

ASFA Open Flight B - 3rd (20 points)
K-C WINDSHEER EDGE OF THE BLADE

ASFA Open Flight B - 4th (10 points)
DC STARSWIFT LET FREEDOM RING, SC, THDA, CGC
11/11/12. Breeder: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski
By DC Téine Twist of Fate, SC - GCh. DC Avalon Victoria Cross, BN, RN, SC. Owners: Martine and Stewart Burton

ASFA Open Flight B - NBQ
STARSWIFT FV SAGA, JC
12/08/13. Breeder: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski
By FC Silkenswift Black Lightning MC CGC – Loblorien Made to Order Zharkov. Owner: Leonore Abordo.

FIELD EVENTS
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ASFA Field Champion - 1st (40 points)
DEL SOL DARK CANYON AVALON V. WILLOWIND, FCH

ASFA Field Champion - 2nd (30 points)
STARSWIFT AMERICAN DREAM, FCH, SC
11/9/11. Breeder: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski
By DC Téine Twist of Fate, SC - GCh. DC Avalon Victoria Cross, BN, RN, SC. Owner: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski

ASFA Field Champion - 3rd (20 points)
GCH. DC JUBILEE DROP OF GOLDEN SUN, FCH, SC
11/20/11. Breeder: Cynthia Gredys
By Ch. Zabava Mars – GCh. Jubilee Katushka Edel
Owners: Cynthia Gredys and Amelia Gottsch

ASFA Field Champion - 4th (10 points)
CH. WINDSHEER K-C LOVIN’ TOUCHIN’ SQUEEZIN’, SC
By Avalon Time’s Dark Traveler, JC - Ch. K-C’s Echo of the Wild West, SC. Owners: Kasey A. Parks and Leah N. Lanier

ASFA Field Champion - NBQ
DEL SOL END OF REASON WNS, LCM
5/10/10. Breeders: Susan Van de Water, Sandra Moore and Mary Childs
By DC Wind ‘n Satin Phast on the Take, SC - Avalon Tigress in the Dark, JC. Owner: Susan Van de Water

ASFA Veteran - 1st (4 points)
DEL SOL PHOEBE, JC, LCM2
12/10/06. Breeder: Susan Van de Water and Mary Childs
By DC Wind ‘n Satin Ty Slezi of Zemny, SC - Ch. Del Sol Belle Starr, SC. Owner: Dr. Susan Van de Water
LGRA Best of Breed/ HS Bench/HS Veteran/HS ASFA FCh
CH. WINDSHEER K-C LOVIN’ TOUCHIN’ SQUEEZIN’, SC
By Avalon Time’s Dark Traveler, JC - Ch. K-C’s Echo of the Wild West, SC.
Owners: Kasey A. Parks and Leah N. Lanier

LGRA 2nd & High Score FTE
STARSWIFT FV SAGA, JC
12/08/13. Breeder: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski
By FC Silkenswift Black Lightning MC CGC – Lothlorien Made to Order
Zharkov. Owner: Leonore Abordo

LGRA 3rd & High Score Racing Champion
FC RIVERUN OXOTA FIRE IN THE GLEN AVALON SC CGC FCH SGRC2
Breeder: Karla Smith, Leonore Abordo & Sandra Moore
DC Avalon Victorian Pyre SC RE – DC Valinor’s Circuit de Monaco at RiverRun
SC RN. Owner: Tina Wismer, Tim Williams & Karla Smith

LGRA 4th & Best Opposite
FC ZOIBOYZ GIBSON, SC
By Chabibi’s Korona-Kazan, SC – Ch. Ataway-Kinobi Running to Paradise, SC.
Owners: KC Thompson and Tom Golcher

OTHER LGRA ENTRIES:
5 FC KIROV STRIKE IT RICH AT HIGHPOINT, CGC, SC, CD.
Kirov Embrujada JC. Owner: Anne R Ford & Walter O Ford.

6 K-C WINDSHEER EDGE OF THE BLADE. 08/24/14. Breeder: Kasey
& Dale Parks and Leah Lanier. By GCH Timeless One of These Nights –
CH Windsheer K-C Lovin’ Touchin’ Squeezin’ SC. Owner: Kasey &
Dale Parks and Leah Lanier

7 WINDSHEER K-C DON’T STOP BELIEVIN’. 08/24/14. Breeder:
Kasey Parks, Leah Lanier & Dale Parks. By GCH Timeless One of These Nights –
CH Windsheer K-C Lovin’ Touchin’ Squeezin’ SC. Owner: Kasey &
Dale Parks, Kasey Parks & Leah Lanier

9 MIELIKKI KALABRIA RIVERRUN INTO DARKNESS. 10/07/13.
Breeder: Kari McCloskey, Renee McCartin & Karla Smith DVM. By
CH Zharkov Téine Briar SC – DC Valinor’s Circuit De Monaco at Riverrun. Owner: Ashley Sydow.

10 KATUSHKA’S ROMAN HOLIDAY FOR JUBILEE. 02/01/14.
Breeder: Joyce Law. By Katushka’s Gauguin – Jubilee SoLaTiDo At
Katushka. Owner: Cynthia & Paul Gredys and Joyce Law.


POWER PAWS COMPETITION RULES

- Dogs must be entered and compete in all three running events. Dogs will accrue points based on the number of dogs entered in the Power Paws Competition for each category: ASFA Lure Trial, AKC Lure Trial and LGRA Race Meet.

- Example: 13 dogs entered – 1st placement will earn 13 points, 2nd placement will earn 12 points, etc.

- ASFA Lure Trial – Power Paws points will be based on the total ASFA score. Dogs tied by their ASFA scores will split the points for the respective placements.

- AKC Lure Trial – Power Paws points will be based on the total AKC score. Dogs tied by their AKC scores will split the points for the respective placements.

- LGRA Race Meet – Power Paws points will be based on the LGRA placements.

- Example: 13 dogs entered – 1st placement will earn 13 points, 2nd placement will earn 12 points, etc.

- Dogs tied in the final race meet placements will split the points for the respective placements.

- Dogs must complete prelims and finals in lure coursing, and all three programs in LGRA, without an excusal, disqualification, dismissal, off-course, DNR, or any other result other than a qualifying score.

- Decisions by the Power Paws Committee will be final.

POWER PAWS ENTRIES


FIELD EVENTS

**FIELD EVENTS**

**POWER PAWS ENTRIES**


High in Trial - Open Class ‘B’ - 196
CH. RIJU FUN & GAMES, CD, JC, BN, RN, NJP
7/14/11. Breeders: June Mintchell and Sandra Hilbert
By Ch. Riju Téine Fun & Games, CDX, JC, RA – Ch. Téine Lunar Eclipse, CD, RN
Owners: June and Rich Mintchell

OBEDIENCE NOVICE CLASS ‘B’ - 1st - 191
DC RIJU ENJOY THE RIDE, CD
7/14/11. Breeders: June Mintchell and Sandra Hilbert. By Ch. Riju Téine Fun & Games, CDX, JC, RA – Ch. Téine Lunar Eclipse, CD, RN
Owners: June Mintchell and Anne Midgarden

OBEDIENCE NOVICE CLASS ‘B’ - 2nd - 174.5
OXOTA RIVERRUN MONSTER MASH AVALON, CGC
By DC Avalon Victorian Pyre, SC, RE – DC Valinor’s Circuit de Monaco at RiverRun, RN, SC. Owners: JJ Moore and Leonore Abordo

NOVICE CLASS ‘B’ - OTHER ENTRIES
NQ DC KATZ KIR ROYALE. 8/29/11. Breeders: Kitty and James Sawyer.
By DC Téine-Katz Sun Glacier, JC – Ch. Katz Chaotic Clare, JC.
Owner: Kay Cassella

AR CH. COBURN’S JEWEL V WIND ‘N SATIN, CGC. 10/30/05.
Breeders: M. Childs, D. McDonald, P. Shaw and S. Shaw. By DC Wind ‘n Satin Ty Šlez of Zemny, SC – Ch. Coburn’s Silhouette, JC. Owner: Linda Beisswenger
OBEDIENCE BEGINNER NOVICE 'B' - 1st - 193.5

GCH. MOROZOVA REV’S SIERRA MOONLIGHT, JC, CGC
By GCh. Aruzia Priority One, JC CGC – GCh. Morozova Sierra Sunrise at Rey, JC. Owner: Kathleen Novotny and Janet Adams

OBEDIENCE BEGINNER NOVICE 'B' - OTHER ENTRIES

180.5

CH. COBURN’S JEWEL V WIND ‘N SATIN, CGC. 10/30/05. Breeders: M. Childs, D. McDonald, P. Shaw and S. Shaw. By DC Wind ‘n Satin Ty Slezi of Zenny, SC – Ch. Coburn’s Silhouette, JC. Owner: Linda Beisswenger


UTILITY CLASS ‘B’


OPEN CLASS ‘A’


NOVICE CLASS ‘A’


OBEDIENCE BEGINNER NOVICE 'A' - 1st - 184.5

CH. MAJENKIR SPARKLING DESIGN BY REGAL MILLOVNA
7/4/08. Breeder: Karen Staudt- Cartabona
By Ch. Majenkir Regal By Design – Ch. Majenkir Milovna
Owners: Wm. and Karen Ackerman

OBEDIENCE VETERAN - 1st - 191.5

CH. CT ROMANOC GERHARD’S GAZE OF COBURN,
CDX, BN, GN, RA, JC, CGCA, RATO
4/20/06. Breeder: Kris Wodda. By Ch. Coburn’s Survivor, JC – Ch. Fusliier Dancrz Image at Romanoc. Owner: Linda Beisswenger
RALLY EXCELLENT 'A' - 1st - 95
GCH. BORSACNA MELISSA LOVELETTER, JC, BN, RA, OAJ, NJP
8/26/09. Breeders: Lise Edland and Rickard Sellin
By Borzowski’s Phenomenon – Borscana Volturine
Owners: Paul and Christine Danker

RALLY ADVANCED 'A' - 1st - 93
CH. TÉINE GERONIMO FROM GRYFFYS AEYRIE, RN, JC
By Ch. Téine Unstable Force, SC – Ch. Gryffyn’s Aeyrie Alegria, SC.
Owner: Teresa Burks, DVM

RALLY ADVANCED 'B' - 1st - 96
GCH. RASSIMS ERIC DER ROTE AT TÉINE, RA
4/9/07. Breeders: Marina and Volker Nickamp
By Katz Rhythm of the Night – Rassims Cassandra
Owner: Teresa Burks, DVM

RALLY NOVICE 'B' - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED

66 HEMLOCK HOLLOW’S JOURNEY TO RULE SIXTY-TWO, RN,
Aashtoria Aruzia Java Chip – GCh. Borscana Melissa Loveletter,
BN, RA, OAJ, NJP. Owners: Lou Avant, DVM and Colleen Allen

52 ZABA V A NEVA, RN. 6/14/15. Breeders: Irina Terra and Kristina
Terra. By Ch. Rising Star Danilov O’Sunbarr, JC – GCh. Zabava
Ostrov Casablanca. Owner: Janet N. Browne

61 HEMLOCK HOLLOW ARUZIA JOURNEY TO TAHOE. 12/5/14.
Breeders: Christine Danker and Lorrie Scott. By Ch. Aashtoria
Aruzia Java Chip – GCh. Borscana Melissa Loveletter, BN, RA, JC,
OAJ, NJP. Owners: Steven and K. Carol Artley

60 CH. SAPPHIRE KONSTANTONOVSKY RUBLE. 12/24/13.
Breeders: Denise McKee and Catherine Fike. By GCh. Rassim’s
Eric Der Rote at Téine, RA – Ch. KatZ Follow Me Forever. Owner:
Teresa J. Burks, DVM

GCH. ARIA ZORYA DARK SHADOWS. 10/28/09. Breeders: Rita
Rice and Paul and Jessica Nettles. By GCh. Aria’s The Quiet Man –
DC Aria Svora Cascabel, SC. Owners: Rita M. Rice

GCH. DC OXOTA AVALON SWITCHBLADE, SC. 5/20/11.
Breeders: Leonore Abordo, S. Moore and J. Garth. By DC Avalon
Victorian Pyre, RE, SC - Avalon Tigress in the Dark, SC. Owners:
Leonore Abordo

By GCh. Vitrina Constellation – GCh. Vitrina Sylvan One From the
Heart. Owner: Valori Vig Trantanella
### RALLY NOVICE 'B' - OTHER ENTRIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Breeder 1</th>
<th>Breeder 2</th>
<th>Breeder 3</th>
<th>Breeder 4</th>
<th>By</th>
<th>Owner 1</th>
<th>Owner 2</th>
<th>Owner 3</th>
<th>Owner 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>GCH. KIROV EMBRUJADA, JC.</td>
<td>3/2/08</td>
<td>Barbara E. Ewing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ch. Rajalinjan Halis</td>
<td>SC – Ch. Kirov Ev’ry Little Thing She Does</td>
<td>BN, RA, JC, OAJ, NJP</td>
<td>Owners: Barbara E. Ewing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>AVALON DARK KNIGHT WILLOWIND DEL SOL, SC, BN, CGCU.</td>
<td>10/20/12</td>
<td>Sandra Moore, Susan Van de Water, Diane Embry, Shelby Bergstresser</td>
<td>By DC Avalon WNS Rising Sun, SC, CGC</td>
<td>– Avalon Tigress in the Dark</td>
<td>Owners: Archie Doby, Sandra Moore and Javier Ocasio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>DC STARSWIFT LET FREEDOM RING, SC, THDA, CGC.</td>
<td>11/11/12</td>
<td>Jamie Lynn Bobrowski</td>
<td>By DC Téine Twist of Fate, SC</td>
<td>– GCh. DC Avalon Victoria Cross</td>
<td>BN, RN, SC</td>
<td>Owners: Martine and Stewart Burton</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>CH. WILD HUNT JOIE DE VIVRE AT HIGHPOINT, SC.</td>
<td>1/24/12</td>
<td>G. Ariel Duncan</td>
<td>By DC Ashoria Irishbrook Wild Hunt Lemans, RA, SC</td>
<td>– Ch. Ashtoria Wild Hunt</td>
<td>Mystery Unveiled, RN, SC</td>
<td>Owners: Anne R. and Walter O. Ford</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>STARSWIFT JUSTICE FOR ALL.</td>
<td>11/11/12</td>
<td>Jamie Lynn Bobrowski</td>
<td>By DC Téine Twist of Fate, SC</td>
<td>– GCh. DC Avalon Victoria Cross</td>
<td>BN, RN, SC</td>
<td>Owner: Kathleen Lucy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>STARSWIFT FV KODIAK, SC, THD, CGC.</td>
<td>12/8/13</td>
<td>Karla Smith, DVM, Leonore Abordo and Sandra Moore</td>
<td>By DC Avalon WNS Rising Sun, SC, CGC</td>
<td>– DC Valinor's Circuit de Monaco at RiverRun, RN, SC</td>
<td>Owners: JJ Moore and Leonore Abordo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>CH. COBURN’S JEWEL V WIND ‘N SATIN, CGC.</td>
<td>10/30/05</td>
<td>M. Childs, D. McDonald, P. Shaw and S. Shaw</td>
<td>By DC Avalon Galactic Star</td>
<td>– Ch. Coburn’s Silhouette</td>
<td>Owners: Linda Beisswenger</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>CH. MOROZOVA REY DESERTWINDS SIERRA SIROCCO, SC.</td>
<td>3/25/14</td>
<td>Kathleen Novotny and Janet Adams</td>
<td>By GCh. Aruzia Priority One, JC CGC</td>
<td>– GCh. Morozova Sierra Sunrise at Rey, JC</td>
<td>Owners: Wendy and Tom Merendini</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>OXOTA RIVERRUN MONSTER MASH AVALON, CGC.</td>
<td>10/4/11</td>
<td>Carla Smith, DVM, Leonore Abordo and Sandra Moore</td>
<td>By DC Avalon WNS Rising Sun, SC, CGC</td>
<td>– Avalon Tigress in the Dark</td>
<td>Owners: JJ Moore and Leonore Abordo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>CH. AVALON DOLCE TIGRECILLA WILLOWIND, SC, CGCA, CGCU.</td>
<td>10/20/12</td>
<td>Sandra Moore, Susan Van de Water, Diane Embry, Shelby Bergstresser</td>
<td>By DC Avalon WNS Rising Sun, SC, CGC</td>
<td>– Avalon Tigress in the Dark</td>
<td>Owners: Javier Ocasio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RALLY NOVICE ‘A’ - 1st - 86
DC KATZ KIR ROYALE
8/29/11. Breeders: Kitty and James Sawyer
By DC Téine-Katz Sun Glacier, JC – Ch. Katz Chaotic Clare, JC
Owner: Kay Cassella

RALLY NOVICE ‘A’ - 2nd - 83
SCIMITAR FIRST SIGN OF TROUBLE
9/10/12. Breeder: Tarja Kleemola
By GCh. Elance Beyond the Blue – Kishniga’s Arctic Queen
Owner: Tarja Kleemola

RALLY NOVICE ‘A’ - 3rd - 79
KELCOROV’S CERSEI LIGHT OF THE WEST, SC
6/10/13. Breeder: Rosemary Bunny Kelley
By Golightly By Daylight, SC – Kelcorov’s Vashda Nirada
Owner: June Biancalana

RALLY NOVICE ‘A’ - 4th - 73
SEDONA REIGNSTORM WILLOW WIND
2/22/14. Breeders: Leigh Smith and T. Carey
By Ch. Sedona Aleksandrovich – Sedona Brolin Gatsby Girl
Owners: Darcy Ferrentino and T. Carey

RALLY NOVICE ‘A’ - OTHER ENTRIES

NQ RAVENNA JAFINN WATER MUSIC, SC. 11/3/12. Breeders: Caryl Dumaine and Jacki Strovers. By Ch. Riju Téine Finnegan’s Funtime – Ch. Ravenna Tesseract, BN. Owner: Caryl Dumaine


I was extremely pleased with the quality of the entry. The animals were all sound moving with only a few loose fronts coming. Sidegait was very good with most showing reach and drive and no mincing gait to be seen. Mouths were strong with few missing teeth in the entire entry. A small number of P2s and possibly one P4 were missing but all had proper bites, mostly scissors, with one or two even. There was some variety in front and rear angulation, but no cathedral fronts or unangulated rears. Tails and tail carriage were mostly good with few gay, happy or curled tails. Temperament was, for the most part, excellent with only a few showing some resistance to being examined. Eye color was also mostly good with a range from amber to very dark but no yellow eyes to be seen. I have judged a few specialty sweepstakes in my time and have never seen this measure of overall quality in my previous experience. Speaks well to the future of the breed.

When I reviewed the class winners lined up for Best in Sweeps, I was happy to see that I had been able to find something I liked in each class. All showed good neck and shoulder assembly, good breadth and rib spring, proper toplines, with good rear angulation and well let down hocks. Coat and coat type varied a bit, but all were well covered. A little variety in head types as well, but all were within the requirements of the breed.

Dogs:

Overall, I felt the dogs classes were slightly stronger than the bitch classes. This is the first time I’ve been able to make that comment, it being more difficult to make up a good dog than bitch due to the difference in size and thus growth patterns.

6 - 9 Month - A lovely little dog showing all the things I mentioned above very well. It acted older than his age and seemed to belong in the ring. Excellent movement from all angles. Excellent type. I liked him well enough to give him Best Opposite Sex.

12 - 9 Month - This was a very strong class, making the selection difficult but the class winner was a well-balanced, excellent-moving dog. Found out later that this was a Russian import. Who knew? Best Russian dog I’ve ever seen.

12 - 15 Month - Another very strong class. The dog I selected had excellent rear angulation with a nice short hock and used it all very well. If I hadn’t fallen in love with the baby puppy, this would have been my choice for BOS.

15 - 18 Month - The smallest entry in dogs, but this dog showed the attributes I mentioned above very well.

Bitches:

6 - 9 Month - The little girl I selected turned out to be a littermate to the young dog I had selected but I could tell while judging. They were very close in all the attributes I mentioned in my summary. She would have been my second choice in Bitches.

9 - 12 Month - The class winner was a nice little girl showing very well all the attributes mentioned in my summary. She would have been my second choice in Bitches.

12-15 Month - A very nice little girl showing very well all the attributes mentioned in my summary. She would have been my second choice in Bitches.

15-18 Month - This was another very sound typey bitch from a good class. She showed the attributes mentioned above, with good movement from all angles.

Veterans:

It was a pleasure to be able to judge these classic beauties, including several who have enjoyed a long and successful career in the show ring. One would have to have just returned from the moon not to recognize some of these stalwarts in the breed. My selection for Best Veteran was from the 9 and under 10 class who looked and acted like he still belonged in the ring. A beautiful dog aging beautifully. My choice for Best Opposite Veteran was the dignified lady from the 8 and under 9 class. Both of these dogs still maintained the type and movement necessary in the breed.

Conclusion:

Thank you so much to the members of BCOA for selecting me to judge this entry. It was an honor I greatly appreciated and completely enjoyed. The quality of the youngsters left me with great hope for the future of the breed. The grace and elegance of the oldsters left me hoping that I too, can age that gracefully. Maybe . . . having been around them for so many years, it will have rubbed off.
**BEST IN PUPPY Sweeps**

**CHIHAWK WAVES OF LUV**


By Ch. Chihawk Tahoe First Wave - GCh. Chihawk Echovesna I Luv You

Owners: Tami and Peggy Marshall

---

**BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST IN PUPPY Sweeps**

**AVALON RIVERRUN IDLE DICE RUNTUFF**


By FC Avalon Selenium Vger’s Atlas @ Reska, SC, CA - DC Valinor’s Circuit de Monaco at RiverRun, SC, RN

Owners: S. Moore, K. Smith, DVM, and K. Suhrenbrock
PUPPY SWEEPS DOGS, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9 - 1st

**AVALON RIVERUN IDLE DICE RUNTUFF**


PUPPY SWEEPS DOGS, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9 - 2nd

**ESTET CLASSIC PAVEL AT CHRYSLIS**


PUPPY SWEEPS DOGS, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9 - 3rd

**ARIA’S THE MINSTREL BOY @ RYHKHA**

7/15/15. Breeder: Rita M. Rice
By DC C’Lestial Red Lantern @ Ryhka - GCh. Plaché Bell of the Yukon, JC. Owner: Rita M. Rice

PUPPY SWEEPS DOGS, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9 - OTHER ENTRIES

**IRISHBROOK’S SONOMA ARCHANGEL MICHAEL OF SERAFIM**


**KATZ SUNBURST RED IRISH ROCKER**


**RESOLUTIONS AUGUSTUS MCCRAE JEDAWN AT FULL TILT**

9/8/15. Breeders: Leslie Walenta and Dawn Hall. By Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Dragons Brimstone, SC - GCh. DC Jedawn’s Princess Aurora, MC, NA, CGC. Owners: Ashley N. Sydow and Sherri A. Nichols

**OXOTA MOLODEZOVICH ALNITAK**


PUPPY SWEEPS DOGS, 9 TO 12 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED

**JOYOUS MOONDANCE**

Owners: John and Lorrie Scott

**ZABAVA NOW OR NEVER**


**MAJENKIR BOOKSTOR SANS EGAL**

PUPPY Sweeps Dogs, 9 months and under 12 - 1st
VASART NAGRAZHDAY (RUSSIA)
4/24/15. Breeder: Oksana Fedyanina
By Vasart Gvidon - Vsart Intriga
Owner: Karen Murray

PUPPY Sweeps Dogs, 9 months and under 12 - 2nd
JUSTART MAJENKIR RAYNBO REVERENCE
Owners: Justine Spiers and Stuart McGraw

PUPPY Sweeps Dogs, 9 months and under 12 - 3rd
CHIHAWK LEGACY WAVE
By Ch. Chihawk Tahoe First Wave - GCh. Chihawk Echovesna I Lav You.
Owners: Tami and Peggy Marshall

PUPPY Sweeps Dogs, 9 months and under 12 - 4th
ROSCOMMON MIDAS REX.
4/28/15. Breeders: Colleen Boyle and Pauline Coe
By Ch. Roscommon Ferlinka Zulu Whiskey - Ch. Abidjan’s Q Mercedes Benz. Owners: Colleen Boyle and Pauline Coe

PUPPY Sweeps Dogs, 9 months and under 12 - OTHER ENTRIES


Continued on page 61
PUPPY Sweeps Dogs, 12 months and under 15 - 1st
MIELIKKI DRAGON HEART
1/28/15. Breeder: Renee McCartin
By GCh. Mielikki HiNote Secret Agent Man - Mielikki Mandolin Silver Bells. Owner: Renee McCartin

PUPPY Sweeps Dogs, 12 months and under 15 - 2nd
SYLVAN THE CAPTAIN AT RIDGESIDE
3/6/15. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale
By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC - GCh. Sylvan Silver Springbok Owners: Ronnie Williams and Guy Tarsitano

PUPPY Sweeps Dogs, 12 months and under 15 - 3rd
SYLVAN KINGFISHER
3/6/15. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale
By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC - GCh. Sylvan Silver Springbok Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

PUPPY Sweeps Dogs, 12 months and under 15 - 4th
DEL SOL HERMES BOOTS
1/15/15. Breeder: Dr. Susan Van de Water
By DC Wind 'n Satin Phast On The Take, SC - Del Sol Allure of Diamonds. Owner: Dr. Susan Van de Water


PUPPY Sweeps Bitches, 6 months and under 9 - OTHER ENTRIES

PUPPY Sweeps Dogs, 12 months and under 15 - OTHER ENTRIES

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 65

PUPPY Sweeps

2016 NATIONAL SPECIALTY - PAGE 63
PUPPY Sweeps Dogs, 15 months & under 18 - 1st
BIBIKOV’S SAY MY NAME YOU KNOW WHO I AM
10/20/14. Breeder: Frances Wright
By Ch. Majenkir Front and Center - Ch. Bibikov’s Darling Nickie.
Owner: Frances Wright

PUPPY Sweeps Dogs, 15 months & under 18 - 2nd
ROSEHILL KACHINA LITTLE DEUCE COUPE AT FULL TILT, JC
11/25/14. Breeders: Sherita Hogan, Carol Enz and Alicia McCabe
By FC Rose Hill Barracuda, SC - Kirov Rose Hill Callianara
Owner: Ashley N. Sydow

PUPPY Sweeps Dogs, 15 months & under 18 - 3rd
RAVENNA HAND IN HAND
11/9/14. Breeder: Caryl Dumaine
By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue - Ch. Ravenna Stolen Kisses
Owner: Caryl Dumaine

AB 033 HEMLOCK HOLLOW ARUZIA THE JOURNEY CONTINUES.
By Ch. Aashtoria Aruzia Java Chip - GCh. Borscana Melissa Loveletter,
BN, RA, JC, OAJ, NJP. Owner: John and Lorrie Scott
PUPPY Sweeps Bitches, 6 months and under 9 - 1st
RIVERRUN RUNTUFF GEMTWIST AVALON
By FC Avalon Selenium Vger’s Atlas @ Ryhka, SC, CA - DC Valinor’s Circuit de
Monaco at RiverRun, SC, RN. Owners: Diane Embry and Sandra Moore

PUPPY Sweeps Bitches, 6 months and under 9 - 2nd
OXOTA MOLODEZOVNA MEISSA
10/11/15. Breeder: Leonore Abordo
By Russkaja Volnitsa Molodez II - GCh. DC Oxota Avalon Switchblade, SC.
Owners: Rebecca and Tim Neal

PUPPY Sweeps Bitches, 6 months and under 9 - 3rd
AVALON AUTHENTIC RIVERRUN RUNTUFF
Selenium Vger’s Atlas @ Ryhka, SC, CA - DC Valinor’s Circuit de Monaco at
RiverRun, SC, RN. Owners: Debby Meyer, Josie Haumont and S. Moore

PUPPY Sweeps Bitches, 6 months and under 9 - 4th
SOYARA’S CROWNING GLORY
By Ch. Soyara’s Smoke and Mirrors - GGCh. Soyara’s Carmen Fantasy.
Owners: Prudence and Gregory Hlatky

PUPPY SWEEPS BITCHES, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9 - OTHER ENTRIES

RESOLUTE’S LORENA WOOD JEDAWN. 9/8/15. Breeders: Leslie Walenta and Dawn Hall. By Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Dragons Brimstone, SC - GCh. DC Jedawn’s Princess Aurora, MC, NA, CGC. Owner: Leslie Walenta

RESOLUTE’S CLARA ALLEN JEDAWN. 9/8/15. Breeders: Leslie Walenta and Dawn Hall. By Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Dragons Brimstone, SC - GCh. DC Jedawn’s Princess Aurora, MC, NA, CGC. Owner: Leslie Walenta


PUPPY Sweeps Bitches, 9 months & under 12 - 1st
CHIHAWK WAVES OF LUV
By Ch. Chihawk Tahoe First Wave - GCh. Chihawk Echovesna I Luv You
Owners: Tami and Peggy Marshall

PUPPY Sweeps Bitches, 9 months & under 12 - 2nd
CHIHAWK WAVES RAIDER
By Ch. Chihawk Tahoe First Wave - GCh. Chihawk Echovesna I Luv You
Owners: Tami and Peggy Marshall

PUPPY Sweeps Bitches, 9 months & under 12 - 3rd
ROSCOMMON CHROMIUM BLUE
4/28/15. Breeders: Colleen Boyle and Pauline Coe
By Ch. Roscommon Ferlinka Zulu Whiskey - Ch. Abidjan’s Q Mercedes Benz. Owners: Colleen Boyle and Pauline Coe

PUPPY Sweeps Bitches, 9 months & under 12 - 4th
SYLVAN ELANCE SUMMERLANE’S LIMELIGHT
By Borzowski’s Phenomenon - Ch. Sylvan Pewter Gazelle. Owners: Anne Quinn, Cherie Hunchak, Patti and Christopher Neale

PUPPY Sweeps Bitches, 9 months & under 12 - OTHER ENTRIES


Continued on page 67
PUPPY Sweeps Bitches, 12 months & under 15 - 1st
SYLVAN RIDGESIDE SUNSET
3/6/15. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale
By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC - GCh. Sylvan Silver Springbok
Owners: Ronnie Williams and Guy Tarsitano

PUPPY Sweeps Bitches, 12 months & under 15 - 2nd
SYLVAN ELEONORA
3/6/15. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale
By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC - GCh. Sylvan Silver Springbok
Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

PUPPY Sweeps Bitches, 12 months & under 15 - 3rd
JUSTART HOT COMMODITY
By Ch. Taugo’s Ulric - Ch. Majenkir Hunter’s Dawn
Owners: Stuart McGraw and Justine Spiers

PUPPY Sweeps Bitches, 12 months & under 15 - 4th
JUSTART MASYA’S MAGIC DICE
By Ch. Taugo’s Ulric - Ch. Majenkir Hunter’s Dawn
Owners: Mark and Marie Yoesel

PUPPY Sweeps Bitches, 12 months & under 15 - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED:


PUPPY Sweeps Bitches, 15 months & under 18 - 1st
TWIN ELMS SOCHELNK V SVERSHIN
By Ch. SVershin Twin Elms Anton, JC - Ch. Twin Elms SVershin Nisza.
Owner: Suzan Breaz

PUPPY Sweeps Bitches, 15 months & under 18 - 2nd
HEMLOCK HOLLOW ARUZIA ENJOY THE JOURNEY
Owners: Christine and Paul Danker

PUPPY Sweeps Bitches, 15 months & under 18 - 3rd
HEMLOCK HOLLOW’S JOURNEY TO RULE SIXTY-TWO, RN, CGC
Owners: Lou Avant, DVM and Colleen Allen

PUPPY Sweeps Bitches, 15 months & under 18 - 4th
COBURN WINGARDIUM LEVIOSA DEL SOL
11/20/14. Breeders: Mary Childs, Susan Van de Water, Patricia Shaw
By Del Sol Endless Endeavor - FC Wind ‘n Satin Dragons Maiden, SC
Owners: Pat Shaw and Kay Cassella

PUPPY Sweeps Bitches, 15 months & under 18 - OTHER ENTRIES
DEL SOL FIREBOLT OF COBURN WNS. 11/20/14. Breeders: Mary Childs, Susan Van de Water and Patricia Shaw. By Ch. Del Sol Endless Endeavor WNS - FC Wind ‘n Satin Dragons Maiden, SC. Owner: Dr. Susan Van de Water

HEMLOCK HOLLOW ARUZIA DESERTWINDS JOURNEY, JC.


AU AMBERLE’S ADSILA-AZURILL MEOQUANCE OF RYHKA.
Breeder: Diana Darling. By Au Amberle’s Astatirine’s Red Azutilus of Ryhka - Au Amberle Argon’s Adsila of Ryhka. Owners: Danielle Snyder, DVM and Diana Darling


HEMLOCK HOLLOW ARUZIA JOURNEY INTO IMAGINATION.
BEST IN VETERAN Sweeps
GCH. AASHTORIA WILDHUNT HIDDEN AGENDA, CGC
By Ch. Mascha’s Nepal of the Wild Hunt, SC - Ch. Svora’s Secret Rendezvous, JC
Owner: Robin K. Riel

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST IN VETERAN Sweeps
CH. RAVENNA QUANTUM LEAP, JC, NA, CGC
7/30/07. Breeder: Caryl Dumaine
By Ch. Po Dusham Royalist - Ch. Winterwind Beyond Th Willows
Owner: Lou Avant, DVM
VETERAN Sweeps Dogs, 7 years and under 8 - 1st
CH. ZHARKOV TÉINE BRIAR, SC
5/5/08. Breeders: Shirri Peak and Anne Midgarden, DVM. By DC Silkenswift Blaze’s Darkfire - DC Rassim’s Dornroeschen at Téine. Owners: Kari McCloskey, Renee McCartin and Bonnie Dalzell

VETERAN Sweeps Dogs, 8 years and under 9 - 1st
CH. TAUGO’S ULRIC
3/20/08. Breeder: Merla Thomson
By Bon Jour Stepowy Goniec - Ch. Taugo Sophie Kauz
Owners: Ken Cook and Wanda Konski

VETERAN Sweeps Dogs, 9 years and under 10 - 1st
GCH. AASHTORIA WILDHUNT HIDDEN AGENDA, CGC
By Ch. Mascha’s Nepal of the Wild Hunt, SC - Ch. Svora’s Secret Rendezvous, JC. Owner: Robin K. Riel

VETERAN Sweeps Dogs, 7 years and under 8 - OTHER ENTRIES
GCH. WOLFBLITZ CHUODEL BN, RAE, CD, RN, CGC, THD.


CH. MAJENKIR SPARKLING DESIGN BY REGAL MILOVNA.

CH. GRYFFYN’S AEYRIE REVELATION.


VETERAN Sweeps Dogs, 9 years and under 10 - OTHER ENTRIES
CH. CT ROMANOC GERHARD’S GAZE OF COBURN, CDX, BN, GN, RAE, JC, CGCA, RATO.
4/20/06. Breeder: Kris Woddail. By Ch. Coburn’s Survivor, JC - Ch. Fusilier Dancrz Image at Romanoc. Owner: Linda Beisswenger

CH. ALDEMOOR’S EQUINOX.
VETERAN Sweeps Bitches, 7 years and under 8 - 1st
GCH. MAJENKIR LUNA FLYTE
11/13/08. Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Ch. Majenkir Regal by Design - Ch. Majenkir Alunya
Owners: Justine Spiers, Stuart McGraw and Karen Staudt-Cartabona

VETERAN Sweeps Bitches, 8 years and under 9 - 1st
CH. RAVENNA QUANTUM LEAP, JC, NA, CGC
7/30/07. Breeder: Carol Dumaine
By Ch. Po Dusham Royalist - Ch. Winterwind Beyond Th Willows
Owner: Lou Avant, DVM

VETERAN Sweeps Bitches, 9 years & under 10 - 1st
GCH. GAVRIL WHERE THE HEART IS
10/3/06. Breeder: Rachel R. Gongre and Michael and Shirley Rehberg
By Ch. Sylvan Artesian - Ch. Gavril Dangerous Curves
Owners: Rachel R. Gongre and Michael and Shirley Rehberg

VETERAN Sweeps Bitches, 7 years and under 8 - OTHER ENTRIES

VETERAN Sweeps Bitches, 8 years and under 9 - OTHER ENTRIES
CH. KATZ FOLLOW ME FOREVER. 5/11/07. Breeders: Kitty G. and James Sawyer. By KatZ Devoted to a Dream - Ch. KatZ Chaotic Clare. Owners: Denise McKee and Catherine Fike

VETERAN Sweeps Bitches, 9 years & under 10 - OTHER ENTRIES
DEL SOL PHOEBE, JC. 12/10/06. Breeder: Susan Van de Water and Mary Childs. By DC Wind n’ Satin Ty Slezi of Zemny, SC - Ch. Del Sol Belle Starr, SC. Owner: Dr. Susan Van de Water

VETERAN Sweeps Bitches, 10 years and older - 1st
CH. COBURN’S JEWEL V WIND ‘N SATIN, CGC
10/30/05. Breeders: M. Childs, D. McDonald, P. Shaw and S. Shaw
By DC Wind 'n Satin Ty Slezi of Zemny, SC - Ch. Coburn’s Silhouette, JC.
Owner: Linda Beisswenger

VETERAN Sweeps Bitches, 10 years and older - OTHER ENTRIES
AVALON TIGRESS IN THE DARK, SC. 9/22/04. Breeder: Sandra Moore. By DC Silkenwift Blaze’s Dark Fire, SC - Stillwater British Echo, SC. Owner: Sandra Moore
Best in Dual Champion Stakes / 1st - Mature Adult Dog 3-7 Years

DC RIJU ENJOY THE RIDE, CD
7/14/11. Breeders: June Mintchell and Sandra Hilbert
By Ch. Riju Téine Fun & Games, CDX, JC, RA - Ch. Téine Lunar Eclipse, CD, RN. Owners: June Mintchell and Anne Midgarden

Best of Opposite Sex to Best in Dual Champion Stakes / 1st Veteran Bitch 7-10 years

GCH. KIROV EMBRUJADA, FCH, CC500, CM500
3/2/08. Breeder: Barbara E. Ewing
By Ch. Rajalinjan Halis, SC - Ch. Kirov Ev’ry Little Thing She Does, RN. Owner: Barbara E. Ewing
**DUAL CHAMPION Stake, Dogs, 3 to 7 years - 1st**

DC RIJU ENJOY THE RIDE, CD

7/14/11. Breeders: June Mintchell and Sandra Hilbert. By Ch. Riju Téine Fun & Games, CDX, JC, RA - Ch. Téine Lunar Eclipse, CD, RN. Owners: June Mintchell and Anne Midgarden

**DUAL CHAMPION Stake, Dogs, 3 to 7 years - 2nd**

DC AVALON DRUID DANCE WILLOWIND, SC


**DUAL CHAMPION Stake, Dogs, 3 to 7 years - 3rd**

GCH. MIELIKKI HINOTE SECRET AGENT MAN


**DUAL CHAMPION Stake, Dogs, 3 to 7 years - 4th**

CH. DEL SOL ENDLESS ENDEAVOR WNS


**DUAL CHAMPION STAKE, DOGS, 3 TO 7 YEARS - OTHER ENTRIES**


DC KATZ KIR ROYALE. 8/29/11. Breeders: Kitty and James Sawyer. By DC Téine-KatZ Sun Glacier, JC - Ch. KatZ Chaotic Clare, JC. Owner: Kay Cassella

GCH. DC ZOIBOYZ ENCORE, SC. 5/10/10. Breeders: Tom Golcher and KC Thompson. By Romaska’s Aramis, JC - FC Zoiboyz Tornado v Rosehill, SC. Owner: Rita M. Rice


DC ALDEMOOR’S FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE, SC. 5/9/11. Breeder: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble. By DC Imagine Warrior

Hektor, RN, SC - Ch. Aldemoor’s Evanescence, SC. Owner: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble


**DUAL CHAMPION STAKE, BITCHES, 3 TO 7 YEARS - OTHER ENTRIES**


DUAL CHAMPION Stake, Dogs, 7 to 10 years - 1st
CH. CT ROMANOC GERHARD’S GAZE OF COBURN,
CDX, BN, GN, RAЕ, JC, CGCA, RATO
4/20/06. Breeder: Kris Woddail. By Ch. Coburn’s Survivor, JC - Ch. Fusilier Dancerz Image at Romanoc. Owner: Linda Beisswenger

DUAL CHAMPION Stake, Bitches, 3 to 7 years - 1st
DC JUBILEE MILLIONAIRESS AT VAL-THOR, SC

DUAL CHAMPION Stake, Dogs, 7 to 10 years - 1st
GCH. KIROV EMBRUJADA, FCH, CC500, CM500
3/2/08. Breeder: Barbara E. Ewing By Ch. Rajalinjan Halis, SC - Ch. Kirov Ev’ry Little Thing She Does, RN. Owner: Barbara E. Ewing

DUAL CHAMPION Stake, Bitches, 3 to 7 years - 3rd
GCH. DC JUBILEE DROP OF GOLDEN SUN, SC

DUAL CHAMPION Stake, Bitches, 3 to 7 years - 4th
CH. AVALON OXOTA RUIDOSO, SC
2016 Costume Contest
THANK YOU for the great honor of judging the futurity. It was a delight, a privilege, and a memorable experience! Kudos: I had the best team! Futurity chair Joyce Katona did an outstanding job. I was amazed at how composed and tireless she appeared. Karen Mays, known throughout the western hemisphere for her stewarding skills, was exceedingly patient with me. I shall never ever again use “A” to mark absentees as my A we discovered looks deceptively like the number 4. Mercy me! The talented and witty Margie Milne outdid herself with awards—one-of-a-kind Borzoi art. Special treasures to be sure. Barbara O’Neill and committee provided a welcomed reception made more enjoyable with the sound of Rita Rice’s beautiful harp. It must be quite a feat to bring a harp to a national, never mind dogs! After my shoe blowout, some may be amused to know that I happily spent the generous Amazon gift card on new Skechers. Thank you BCOA. Special appreciation to Laura Hyatt, Pat Murphy, and Robin Casey for answering questions on protocol and for their wisdom and experience with handling large entries. Much respect to photographer Elaine Ruston for her patience, professionalism and exceedingly good cheer through out a very long evening. Last but not least, my respect and appreciation to all breeders/exhibitors for bringing their lovely Borzoi to me. Everyone was so gracious.

**Overall impression:** The depth of quality in a wide variety of styles was superb. I was very impressed with the general presentation of exhibits by their handlers. Most youngsters were not only well trained, happy and stood for exam but were also in fine muscular condition, so key to proper development. Such a pleasure to see and feel. There were very few gay tails to my liking and little trouble with mouths. I found many excellent moving dogs with lovely carriage, structure, elegance and expression. Each class brought a smile to my face.

I did observe a dearth of breed details such as Roman finish, small high-set ears and proper feet, the latter being the most concerning. There were more than a few feet lacking proper knuckling, being in degrees splayed, flat or catfish as well as slack pasterns. There were also a few heavy, low-set ears on otherwise promising exhibits. All of these elements contribute to breed type and function and should be given careful attention.

**Exam:** Many handlers did not know how to show the mouth and/or dog was not trained to allow inspection. My primary concern is that of training made for an unpleasant experience for the dog, which no one wants. Secondly, I can’t assess what I can’t see. Often I jumped in for expediency but that’s not ideal for some dogs, particularly green youngsters. A few did not allow complete examination of the mouth which I didn’t press. But when one cannot see the mouth, it puts the dog at a disadvantage for ribbons.

**Dogs, 6 months and under 9 months**
1st - Avalon Riverrun Idle Dice Runtuff: Quite a nice youngster with a beautiful outline, neck well set on and balanced angulation. Square and solid, this fellow also had a very pleasing head with Roman finish, was sound as a dollar on the go and felt exceptional under hand.
2nd - Kirov Windrift Flying Ace O’Tahoe: A very good moving tri.
3rd - Aria’s The Minstrel Boy @ Ryhka: Lovely youngster with a very good shoulder.
4th - Öxota Molodezovich Alnitak: A solid moderate boy with a nice front.

**Dogs, 9 months and under 12 months**
2nd - Roscommon Midas Rex: Substantial male with pleasing head and sound on the go. Close second.
3rd - Zabava New Star Rising: Happy, elegant male with lots of leg and a big trot.
4th - Avalon Drakon Tenzing O’Pendragon: Flowing outline with well let down hocks and deep chest. Not quite as ground-covering as others on the day.

**Dogs, 12 months and under 15 months**
1st - Mieliikki Dragon Heart: Super lovely outline with exceptional rear assembly boasting very short hocks. Balanced with neck well set on.
2nd - Sylvan The Captain At Ridgeside: Balanced, good moving boy.
3rd - Sylvan Kingfisher: Good moving boy with lovely short hocks.
4th - Ch. Justart Beck And Call: A handsome male with lovely carriage.

**Best Junior Dog:** AVALON RIVERRUN IDLE DICE RUNTUFF: A very tough choice with 3 excellent exhibits, each different in style. The tri boy was just such an impressive youngster and won on his carriage, soundness, and lovely breed type.

**Dogs, 15 months and under 18 months**
1st - Hemlock Hollow Aruzia Journey To Tahoe: Long, low effortless mover with long upper arm, balanced outline and pretty head.
2nd - Ravenna Hand In Hand: Very attractive boy with flowing outline and presence.
3rd - Bishkov’s Say My Name You Know Who I Am: Elegant boy with a soft expression.

**Dogs, 18 months and under 21 months**
1st - K-C Windsheer Wheel In The Sky: Handsome male whose long, clean, easy movement won the class.
2nd - Konza-Plum Creek Carrera: Solid, square male clean on the go.
3rd - Konza-Plum Creek Countach: Another solid boy with nice outline and bend of stifle.
4th - Aldemoor’s Grand Cru: Pretty, moderate male with pleasing head and Roman finish.

**Dogs, 21 months and under 24 months**
1st - GCh. Runtuff Whiskey’s Rebellion: Brindle with exceptional structure, powerful rear, bend of stifle, short hocks and sound in every direction.
2nd: Folly Quarters Windcatcher: Quite nice with a deep chest and effortless movement.
3rd: Ch. Kachina Vision Of Love: Strong, substantive male with a lovely eye and expression.
4th - Brolin Golightly Flashinredlyte: A beautiful male with long, low, ground covering movement and lovely head.

**BEST SENIOR DOG:** GCH. RUNTUFF WHISKEY’S REBELLION: The dark brindle’s carriage, outline and beautiful deep hocks edged him to BSD.

**Bitches, 6 months and under 9 months**
1st - Soyara’s Crowning Glory: Lovely puppy with attitude and looks. Her light, cadenced, ground-covering movement put her at the top of the class.
2nd - Kirov Windrift Fly Above Tahoe: Sound and pretty headed with light, open movement and solid under hand.
3rd - Resolute’s Clara Allen Jedawn: Beautiful outline on this pup with sweeping rear and deep hip.
4th - Kirov Windrift Fly So Free: Sound and pretty with good angulation and lovely expression.

**Bitches, 9 months and under 12 months**
1st - Roscommon Chromium Blue: Beautiful shoulders, turn of stifle, soft expression, sound, solid, and excellent on the move.
BEST IN FUTURITY
GCH. RUNTUFF WHISKEY’S REBELLION
6/19/14. Breeder: Kristen Suhrenbrock, Karla Smith, DVM, Sandra Moore and Leonore Abordo
By RiverRun Avalon Whiskey in the Jar Oxota, RN - FC Wind ’n Satin Mo’ Better Blues, MC. Owners: Kim Ketelsen & Dr. Vicki Popela

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX IN FUTURITY
SYLVAN ELEONORA
3/6/15. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale
By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC - GCh. Sylvan Silver Springbok. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale
**FUTURITY Dogs, 6 months and under 9 months - 1st**

**AVALON RIVERRUN IDLE DICE RUNTUFF**  

---

**FUTURITY Dogs, 6 months and under 9 months - 2nd**

**KIROV WINDRIFT FLYING ACE O’TahoE**  
7/29/15. Breeders: Barbara E. Ewing and Nancy Reimer  
By Ch. Kachina Valeska Dream Dancer - GCh. Kirov Embrajada, JC  
Owners: Steven and Kay Carol Artley

---

**FUTURITY Dogs, 6 months and under 9 months - 3rd**

**ARIA’S THE MINSTREL BOY @ RYHKA**  
7/15/15. Breeder: Rita M. Rice  
By DC C’lestia Red Lantern @ Ryhka - GCh. Plaché Bell of the Yukon, JC  
Owner: Rita M. Rice

---

**FUTURITY Dogs, 6 months and under 9 months - 4th**

**OXOTA MOLODEZOVICH ALNITAK**  
10/11/15. Breeder: Leonore Abordo  
By Russkaja Volnitsa Molodez II - GCh. DC Oxota Avalon Switchblade, SC  
Owner: Anna Stewart

---

**FUTURITY DOGS, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES**

**RESOLUTES AUGUSTUS MCCRAE JEDAWN AT FULL TILT**  
9/8/15. Breeders: Leslie Walenta and Dawn Hall. By Ch. Wind ’n Satin Dragons Brimstone, SC - GCh. DC Jedawn’s Princess Aurora, MC, NA, CGC. Owners: Ashley N. Sydow and Sherri A. Nichols

**KIROV WIND GLIDER AT HIGHPOINT**  
Owners: Anne and Walter Ford

---

**OXOTA MOLODEZOVICH OSIRIS**  

---

**OXOTA MOLODEZOVICH BETELGEUX**  
10/11/15. Breeder: Leonore Abordo. By Russkaja Volnitsa Molodez II - GCh. DC Oxota Avalon Switchblade, SC. Owners: Mary Ann Rose and Joan Garth

---

**SOYARA’S VALA RAMA**  

---

**SOYARA’S AUTUMN SUNSET**  

---

**SOYARA’S HIGH NOON**  

---

**SOYARA’S GRAND FINALE**  

Continued on page 81
FUTURITY Dogs, 9 months and under 12 months - 1st
JUSTART MAJENKIR RAYNBO REVERENCE
Owners: Justine Spiers and Stuart McGraw

FUTURITY Dogs, 9 months and under 12 months - 2nd
ROSCOMMON MIDAS REX
4/28/15. Breeders: Colleen Boyle and Pauline Coe
By Ch. Roscommon Ferlinka Zulu Whiskey - Roscommon New York State of Mind. Owners: Colleen Boyle and Pauline Coe

FUTURITY Dogs, 9 months and under 12 months - 3rd
ZABAVA NEW STAR RISING
6/14/15. Breeders: Irina Terra and Kristina Terra
By Ch. Rising Star Danilov O’Sunbarr, JC - GCh. Zabava Ostrov Casablanca. Owners: Laurie and Steve Courtney

FUTURITY Dogs, 9 months and under 12 months - 4th
AVALON DRAKON TENZING O’PENDRAGON

FUTURITY DOGS, 9 MONTHS AND UNDER 12 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES


FUTURITY Dogs, 12 months & under 15 months - 1st
MIELIKKI DRAGON HEART
1/28/15. Breeder: Renee McCartin
By GCh. Mielikki HiNote Secret Agent Man - Mielikki Mandolin Silver Bells. Owner: Renee McCartin

FUTURITY Dogs, 12 months & under 15 months - 2nd
SYLVAN KINGFISHER
3/6/15. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale
By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC - GCh. Sylvan Silver Springbok Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

FUTURITY Dogs, 12 months & under 15 months - 3rd
SYLVAN THE CAPTAIN AT RIDGESIDE
3/6/15. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale
By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC - GCh. Sylvan Silver Springbok Owners: Ronnie Williams and Guy Tarsitano

FUTURITY Dogs, 12 months & under 15 months - 4th
CH. JUSTART BECK AND CALL

FUTURITY DOGS, 12 MONTHS & UNDER 15 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES


FUTURITY Dogs, 15 months & under 18 months - 1st
HEMLOCK HOLLOW ARUZIA JOURNEY TO TAHOE
12/5/14. Breeders: Christine Danker and Lorrie Scott
By Ch. Aashtoria Aruzia Java Chip - GCh. Borscana Melissa Loveletter, BN, RA, JC, OAJ, NJP. Owners: Steven and K. Carol Artley

FUTURITY Dogs, 15 months & under 18 months - 2nd
RAVENNA HAND IN HAND
11/9/14. Breeder: Caryl Dumaine
By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue - Ch. Ravenna Stolen Kisses. Owner: Caryl Dumaine

FUTURITY Dogs, 15 months & under 18 months - 3rd
BIBIKOV’S SAY MY NAME YOU KNOW WHO I AM
10/20/14. Breeder: Frances Wright
By Ch. Majenkir Front and Center - Ch. Bibikov’s Darling Nickie. Owner: Frances Wright

FUTURITY Dogs, 6 months and under 9 months - other entries continued from page 79
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FUTURITY DOGS, 9 MONTHS AND UNDER 12 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED FROM PAGE 79
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FUTURITY DOGS, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED
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2016 NATIONAL SPECIALTY - PAGE 81
FUTURITY Dogs, 18 months & under 21 months - 1st
K-C WINDSHEER WHEEL IN THE SKY

FUTURITY Dogs, 18 months & under 21 months - 2nd
KONZA-PLUM CREEK CARRERA
By GCh. Elance Beyond the Blue - GCh. Katz Fashion Finessa at Konza. Owner: Tarja Kleemola

FUTURITY Dogs, 18 months & under 21 months - 3rd
KONZA-PLUM CREEK COUNTACH
By GCh. Elance Beyond the Blue - GCh. Katz Fashion Finessa at Konza. Owners: Kay Cassella and Robert Bates

FUTURITY Dogs, 18 months & under 21 months - 4th
ALDEMOOR’S GRAND CRU

FUTURITY DOGS, 18 MONTHS & UNDER 21 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES


PAGE 82 - 2016 NATIONAL SPECIALTY
FUTURITY Dogs, 21 - 24 months - 1st & Best Senior Dog

GCH. RUNTUFF WHISKEY’S REBELLION

FUTURITY Dogs, 21 months & under 24 months - 2nd

FOLLY QUARTERS WINDCATCHER
7/9/14. Breeder: Maggie Rice
By Ravenna Jafinn Clouds In Water - Ch. Folly Quarters Zosia, JC
Owner: Maggie Rice

FUTURITY Dogs, 21 months & under 24 months - 3rd

CH. KACHINA VISION OF LOVE
4/16/14. Breeder: Carol Enz
By Ch. Kachina-Valeska Dream Dancer, SC - GCh. Kirov Embrujada, JC
Owner: Carol Enz

FUTURITY Dogs, 21 months & under 24 months - 4th

BROLIN GOLIGHTLY FLASHINREDLYTE
By Brolin Sedona Art Nouveau - Golightly Anika San Hawke
Owners: Marcella Zobel and Kerstin Brolin

FUTURITY DOGS, 21 MONTHS & UNDER 24 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES


ZOOROPA ADRIENNE NEW SENSATION. 6/27/14. Breeders: Patty Anderson and Don Joseph
By GCh. Aashtoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda, CGC - GCh. Zooropa Laureate Adrienne Picture This. Owners: Patty Anderson and Don Joseph

FUTURITY Bitches, 6 months & under 9 months - 1st
SOYARA’S CROWNING GLORY
By Ch. Soyara’s Smoke and Mirrors - GCh. Soyara’s Carmen Fantasy. Owners: Prudence and Gregory Hlatky

FUTURITY Bitches, 6 months & under 9 months - 2nd
KIROV WINDRIFT FLY ABOVE TAHOE
7/29/15. Breeders: Barbara E. Ewing and Nancy Reimer
By Ch. Kachina Valeska Dream Dancer - GCh. Kirov Embriujada, JC, Owner: Kay Carol Artley

FUTURITY Bitches, 6 months & under 9 months - 3rd
RESOLUTE’S CLARA ALLEN JEDAWN
9/8/15. Breeders: Leslie Walenta and Dawn Hall
By Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Dragons Brimstone, SC - GCh. DC Jedawn’s Princess Aurora, MC, NA, CGC. Owner: Leslie Walenta

FUTURITY Bitches, 6 months & under 9 months - 4th
KIROV WINDRIFT FLY SO FREE
7/29/15. Breeders: Barbara E. Ewing and Nancy Reimer
By Ch. Kachina Valeska Dream Dancer - GCh. Kirov Embriujada, JC, Owner: Barbara E. Ewing


RESOLUTE’S ELMIRA JOHNSON JEDAWN. 9/8/15. Breeders: Leslie Walenta and Dawn Hall. By Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Dragons Brimstone, SC - GCh. DC Jedawn’s Princess Aurora, MC, NA, CGC. Owner: Leslie Walenta

RESOLUTE’S SARA PICKETT JEDAWN. 9/8/15. Breeders: Leslie Walenta and Dawn Hall. By Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Dragons Brimstone, SC - GCh. DC Jedawn’s Princess Aurora, MC, NA, CGC. Owner: Leslie Walenta

Continued on page 90
FUTURITY Bitches, 9 months & under 12 months - 1st
ROSCOMMON CHROMIUM BLUE
4/28/15. Breeders: Colleen Boyle and Pauline Coe
By Ch. Roscommon Ferlinka Zulu Whiskey - Roscommon New York State of Mind. Owners: Colleen Boyle and Pauline Coe

FUTURITY Bitches, 9 months & under 12 months - 2nd
SYLVAN ELANCE SUMMERLANE’S LIMELIGHT

FUTURITY Bitches, 9 months & under 12 months - 3rd
LAUREATE  GOOD OMENS AT DECO
4/23/15. Breeder: Monica E. Barry
By Ch. Laureate Pitch Black - Ch. Dechenonceau Belizna Zarita. Owners: Rachel Gongre and Monica E. Barry

FUTURITY BITCHES, 9 MONTHS & UNDER 12 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES


Continued on page 91
FUTURITY Bitches, 12 months & under 15 months

SYLVAN ELEONORA
3/6/15. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale
By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC - GCh. Sylvan Silver Springbok
 Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

SYLVAN RIDGESIDE SUNSET
3/6/15. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale
By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC - GCh. Sylvan Silver Springbok
 Owners: Ronnie Williams and Guy Tarsitano

KIROV DAWN’S FIRST LIGHT
By GCh. DC Windrift Tahoe Changes Are - Ch. Kirov Pulsatilla
Owner: Barbara E. Ewing

JUSTART HOT COMMODITY
By Ch. Taugo’s Ulric - Ch. Majenkir Hunter’s Dawn
Owners: Stuart McGraw and Justine Spiers

OSTROV ZABA V A ENCORE
By Ch. Aashtoria’s My Secret Agenda - GCh. Ostrov Zabava Confetti
Owners: Patricia Wiseman, Irina and Kristina Terra

OSTROV ZABA V A ESPRIT
By Ch. Aashtoria’s My Secret Agenda - GCh. Ostrov Zabava Confetti
Owners: Patricia Wiseman, Irina and Kristina Terra

SYLVAN OKSANA
By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC - GCh. Sylvan Silver Springbok
Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

FUTURITY BITCHES, 12 MONTHS & UNDER 15 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES

OXOTA STEPPES THE GODS MUST BE CRAZY
By Ch. Oxota Avalon Halberd, SC - Ch. Roztropna Rada Polot.
Owners: Leonore Abordo and Susan Van De Water, MD

SYLVAN TICKLE THE IVORY
By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC - GCh. Sylvan Silver Springbok
Owner: Lori Gross

STEPPES OXOTA FLASHDANCE
By Ch. Oxota Avalon Halberd, SC - Ch. Roztropna Rada Polot.
Owner: Denise J. Ross and Robin Stachon

STEPPES OXOTA FATAL ATTRACTION
By Ch. Oxota Avalon Halberd, SC - Ch. Roztropna Rada Polot.
Owner: Machelle Nye

OXOTA STEPPES FIREFOX
By Ch. Oxota Avalon Halberd, SC - Ch. Roztropna Rada Polot.
Owner: Sheila DeYoung

KIROV PENUMBRA
By GCh. DC Windrift Tahoe Changes Are - Ch. Kirov Pulsatilla.
Owner: Roderic Cherrie

JUSTART BIRDSONG AT MAJENKIR
By Ch. Taugo’s Ulric - Ch. Majenkir Hunter’s Dawn.
Owners: Karen Staudt-Cartabona, Stuart McGraw and Justine Spiers

KIROV WINDRIFT’S TWILIGHT GLOW
By GCh. DC Windrift Tahoe Changes Are - Ch. Kirov Pulsatilla.
Owner: Barbara E. Ewing

OSTROV ZABA V A ENCORE
By Ch. Aashtoria’s My Secret Agenda - GCh. Ostrov Zabava Confetti
Owners: Patricia Wiseman, Irina and Kristina Terra

OSTROV ZABA V A ESPRIT
By Ch. Aashtoria’s My Secret Agenda - GCh. Ostrov Zabava Confetti
Owners: Patricia Wiseman, Irina and Kristina Terra

SYLVAN OKSANA
By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC - GCh. Sylvan Silver Springbok.
Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale
FUTURITY Bitches, 15 months & under 18 months - 1st
HEMLOCK HOLLOW'S JOURNEY TO RULE SIXTY-TWO, RN, CGC
Owners: Lou Avant, DVM and Colleen Allen

FUTURITY Bitches, 15 months & under 18 months - 2nd
HEMLOCK HOLLOW ARUZIA DESERTWINDS JOURNEY, JC
Owners: Wendy and Tom Merendini

FUTURITY Bitches, 15 months & under 18 months - 3rd
HEMLOCK HOLLOW ARUZIA ENJOY THE JOURNEY
Owners: Christine and Paul Danker

FUTURITY Bitches, 15 months & under 18 months - 4th
RAVENNA TAKES A VILLAGE
11/9/14. Breeder: Caryl Dumaine
By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue - Ch. Ravenna Stolen Kisses
Owner: Caryl Dumaine

FUTURITY BITCHES, 15 MONTHS & UNDER 18 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES


Dual Champion Stakes Judge
Dr. Robert Place
FUTURITY Bitches, 18 months & under 21 months - 1st
K-C WINDSHEER SEND HER MY LOVE

FUTURITY Bitches, 18 months & under 21 months - 2nd
RADOST TRESMARK ADI ROSE DREAM MAKER

FUTURITY Bitches, 18 months & under 21 months - 3rd
WINDSHEER K-C DON'T STOP BELIEVIN'

FUTURITY Bitches, 18 months & under 21 months - 4th
KONZA-PLUM CREEK CIZETA

FUTURITY BITCHES, 18 MONTHS & UNDER 21 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES


FUTURITY Bitches, 21 months & under 24 months - 1st

RUNTUFF RIVERRUN WILD BLACK BETTY

FUTURITY Bitches, 21 months & under 24 months - 2nd

AVALON RUNTUFF PICKLEBACK

FUTURITY Bitches, 21 months & under 24 months - 3rd

OXOTA RUNTUFF MOONSHINE

FUTURITY Bitches, 21 months & under 24 months - 4th

KARITONOVA MAJENKIR LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT

FUTURITY BITCHES, 21 MONTHS & UNDER 24 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES


FUTURITY
FUTURITY Brood Bitch Class - 1st

GCH. KIROV EMBRUJADA, JC

3/2/08. Breeder: Barbara E. Ewing

By Ch. Rajalinjan Halis, SC - Ch. Kirov Ev’ry Little Thing She Does, RN
Owner: Barbara E. Ewing

FUTURITY BROOD BITCH CLASS - OTHER ENTRIES


FUTURITY STUD DOG CLASS


FUTURITY BITCHES, 6 MONTHS & UNDER 9 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED:

RESOLUTE’S LORENA WOOD JEDAWN. 9/8/15. Breeders: Leslie Walenta and Dawn Hall. By Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Dragons Brimstone, SC - GCh. DC Jedawn’s Princess Aurora, MC, NA, CGC. Owner: Leslie Walenta

RESOLUTE’S AUGUSTINA VEGA JEDAWN. 9/8/15. Breeders: Leslie Walenta and Dawn Hall. By Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Dragons Brimstone, SC - GCh. DC Jedawn’s Princess Aurora, MC, NA, CGC. Owner: Leslie Walenta


ARIA’S CELTIC SYMPHONY AT SATARA. 7/15/15. Breeder: Rita M. Rice. By DC C’Lestial Red Lantern @ Ryhka - GCh. Plaché Bell of the Yukon, JC. Owners: Danielle Snyder, DVM and Rita M. Rice

ARIA’S THE DARK EYED GYPSY. 7/15/15. Breeder: Rita M. Rice. By DC C’Lestial Red Lantern @ Ryhka - GCh. Plaché Bell of the Yukon, JC. Owners: Clint Fausett and Rita M. Rice

FUTURITY BITCHES, 21 MONTHS & UNDER 24 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED:


Bitches, 12 months and under 15 months
1st - Sylvan Elonora: Lovely expression, very balanced frame. Her sound, light, open movement put her at the top of the class
2nd - Sylvan Ridgeside Sunset: Another good moving girl and close to #1 but preferred frame of #1 better.
3rd - Kirov Dawn's First Light: Moderate girl who was sound, substantive, and balanced.
4th - Justart Hot Commodity: Pretty curves and side gait.

Bitches, 15 months and under 18 months
1st - Hemlock Hollow’s Journey To Rule Sixty-Two, RN, CGC: Very pretty expression, smooth on the move, beautiful, balanced outline.
2nd - Hemlock Hollow Aruzia Desertwinds Journey, JC: Nice expression and ground covering movement.
3rd - Hemlock Hollow Aruzia Enjoy The Journey: Very pretty outline, super rear and expression. (1/2/3 were very similar in style and movement. it was picking straws to place them. 1st place edged over others based on outline.)
4th - Ravenna Takes A Village: Beautiful sloping shoulder and deep chest. Sound and easy on the go.

Bitches, 18 months and under 21 months
1st - K-C Windsheer Send Her My Love: Pretty, curvy and completely dark eye and nice sloping shoulders.
2nd - Radost Tresmark Adi Rose Dream Maker: A big leggy girl who used herself well and looked very solid on the go.
3rd - Windsheer K-C Don’t Stop Believin’: Elegant girl with beautiful, light movement.
4th - Konza-Plum Creek Cizeta: Substantive with deep chest and strong, well set neck.

Bitches, 21 months and under 24 months
1st - RunUFF Riverrun Wild Black Betty: Black brindle with exceptional structure, powerful rear, bend of stifle, short hocks and easy movement.
2nd - Avalon RunUFF Pickleback: Strong, substantive, well balanced girl.
3rd - Oxoxt RunUFF Moonshine: Lovely solid, well constructed girl.
4th - Karitonova Majenkir Love At First Sight: Curvy girl with beautiful dark eye and nice sloping shoulders.

BEST SENIOR BITCH: RUNUFF RIVERRUN WILD BLACK BETTY: All 3 contenders exceeded in breed type, structure, soundness, and possessed flowing outlines. The 21-24 bitch edged out the competition with her carriage and structure.

BEST IN FUTURITY: GCH. RUNUFF WHISKEY’S REBELLION

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX IN FUTURITY: SYLVAN ELEANOR

Both bitches were of highest quality and I was quite torn between them. In the end, the gold simply edged out the black on the move being lighter and longer gaited.

I found the gold girl to be an extremely beautiful female with an elegant curvy outline that flowed. Her effortless, ground-covering movement was a pleasure to watch. She did not put a foot wrong in any direction, a credit to her sound construction. Her head was made beautiful by its length, pleasing planes, large dark eyes, roman finish, and tight, high set ears. A long, arched neck was nicely set on sloping shoulders. Good width fore and aft. She had appropriate bend of stifle and pastern and correct feet. Overall a very balanced, beautiful moving bitch that looks fast, agile, and elegant.

Brood Bitch Class: I felt completely sorry for those who hung in for so very long (midnight I believe!) to show in Brood Bitch. I truly wanted to give both entries an award for endurance as they were equally worthy and full of quality. Unfortunately I could only choose one but it could’ve easily gone the other way on a different day.

FUTURITY BITCHES, 9 MONTHS & UNDER 12 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED

BEST JUNIOR BITCH: SYLVAN ELEANOR: Really tough. All 3 were exceptionally nice females. The gold girl’s carriage and ground-covering movement edged her to BJB.

FUTURITY CRITIQUE CONTINUED FROM PAGE 76

2nd - Sylvan Elance Summerlance’s Limelight: Clean, light movement and strong rear.
3rd - Laureate Good Omens At Deco: Pretty curvy girl who used herself well on the go.
4th - My Lil Tufftoo Bella By Starlight: Elegant girl, light and easy on the move.

I found the Senior Dog to be exceptional. He is well constructed, masculine without coarseness, substantive but curvy, sound but not exaggerated. His strong, well set neck set on sloping shoulders and tied to a deep chest. Patters and hocks were ideal in length, width, and angle. Feet were tight and arched. On the move he was sound and clean in all directions and covered ground with ease and grace. His fine carriage was illustrative of how well he was put together. Never a foot amiss. He was also correctly coated and arched. On the move he was sound and clean in all directions and covered ground with ease and grace.
**BCOA 2015**

**Top Conformation Borzoi**

GCH CROWN JEWEL TATIANA  
Owner: Jean Durdin

**Top Best of Opposite Sex Borzoi**

Silver GCH AASHTORIA WILD HUNT HIDDEN AGENDA CGC  
Owner: Robin K. Riel

**BCOA 2015**

**Breeder of the Top Conformation Borzoi**

Owner: Jean Durdin

**BCOA Top Borzoi Owner/Handler**

Bronze GCH SOYARA’S KARMAN FANTASY  
Owners: Gregory & Prudence Hlatky

**BCOA 2015**

**AKC National Owner-Handled Series - Gold**

GCH SOYARA’S FLYING DUTCHMAN  
Owners Gregory & Prudence Hlatky
**Top AKC Lure Coursers**

FC KIROV STRIKE IT RICH AT HIGHPOINT, CD, SC, CGC  
Owners Walter & Anne Ford

**Top ASFA Lure Coursers**

DEL SOL DARK CANYON AVALON V WILLOWIND LCM, GRC  
Owner: Susan Van de Water

**Top LGRA Racer**

RIVERRUN OXOTA FIRE IN THE GLEN AVALON SC CGC FCi SCRC2  
Owner: Tina Wismer, Tim Williams & Karla Smith

**Top NOTRA Racer**

C’LESTIAL RED LANTERN AT RYHKA SORC  
Owner: Diana Darling and Liz Green
BCOA 2015

Top Open Field Courser

ZAGADAY
Owners Yvonne McGehee and Olga Zilberman

Top Obedience Borzoi

CH RJU Fun & Games JC, CD, BN, RN, NJP
Owners: June & Rich Mintchell

Top Versatility Borzoi

DC MIELIKKI DIR SHEPARD AT SILKENSWIFT
SC, LCM, SGRCIV, CGC, BN, RA, VFCH
Owners Renee McCartin & Bonnie Dalzell

Top Junior Handler

Madison Gilbert